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Officials Seek
• To Begin Again
At Post Office
By MATTSANDERS
News Editor
Negotiations to determine what
action Calloway County must take
in order to comply with all
necessary codes concerning
renovation of the interior of the
old post office building are continuing, according to JudgeExecutive Robert O. Miller.
The county, which purchased
the 50-year-old building for
$125,000, began an interior renovation project in early October. The
plan was to relocate all courtrelated facilities, currently
located on the second floor of the
Calloway County Courthouse, to
the first floor of the post office
building.
However, the renovation work
was ordered stopped Nov. 10 by officials of the Division of Building
Codes Enforcement.
Renovation was about 80 to 90
percent completed, according to
Charlie McKenney,coordinator of
the project.
He estimated it would take three
to four weeks to complete the project.
"Structurally, we have changtsit
nothing," McKenney said. "We

removed all partitions and walls
not needed. No support walls were
removed."
The only exterior changes are to
be enclosing with brick all windows on the east side and on the
east portion of the north and south
walls, McKenney said. The windows are. to remain to act as insulation.
The 7,000 square feet of ground
floor space was divided into a
combined circuit and district
court clerk's office,separate courtrooms for circuit and district
court, witness room, jury room,
conference room and chambers
for the court judges, McKenney
added.
According to original plans for
the building, county-related offices have no functions in the
building. Maintenance funds will
be provided by the state, McKenney said.
Seven new walls, to divide the
various rooms, have been constructed with a celotex soundproofing board, similar to
materials used in movie theatres,
and four-inch insulation. They are
(Continued On Page 2)

Heavy Industry Layoffs
Push Jobless Rate Up
By The Associated Press
A sharp increase in heavy industry layoffs pushed the nation's
number of unemployed workers to
9 million as the nation suffers
through what one statistician called a "blue-collar recession."
As the Labor Department announced Friday that unemployment nationwide surged to 8.4 percent in November, a new round of
layoffs was announced by the
Maytag Corp., the appliance
manufacturer.
Maytag officials in Newton,
Iowa, said slumping sales prompted the company to lay off 350
hourly employees indefinitely
beginning Dec. 18. The announcement came as the company was
ending a one-week shutdown of
production to cut inventories that
idled 1,500 workers. The company
employs 3,000 people in Newton
and Hampton,Iowa.
The November unemployment
rate, which represented 9 million
people out of work, was the
highest since the recession of October 1975. the jobless rate in October 1981 was8 percent.
"This is the price you have to
pay for bringing down inflation,"
said White House spokesman
Larry Speakes. "We feel that the

proper measures are in place to
put the economy back on track
and that unemployment will begin
to abate sometime next year."
About a month ago, administration officials predicted the
unemployment rate was unlikely
to exceed 8 percent this year.
The description of the national
slump as a "blue-collar recession" came from Samuel
Ehrenhalt, the regional commissioner of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics in New York. He said
the labor market in New York, a
"white-collar town," wasn't showing the weakening that was
evident nationally.
Experts said Friday's report of
a drop in the nation's basic money
supply was another indication of
the worsening economy.
The Federal Reserve reported
that a measure of funds readily
available for spending, known as
M1B and including cash in circulation and deposits in checking-type
accounts, fell to a seasonally adjusted average of $436.4 billion in
the week ended Nov. 25. That compared with $437.4 billion in the
week before.
In the preceding, three weeks
M1B rose, defying recessionary
signs.

RENOVATION — Seven dividing walls were eracted and lighting fixtures
were lowered during the renovation of the old post office into a courthouse annex. The annex is to house all court-related facilities, currently located on the
second floor of the Calloway County Courthouse.
Staff Photos By Matt Sanders

Compromise May Avert Budget Standoff
WASHINGTON (AP — A fresh
compromise
$4 billion in spending cuts may avert a replay of
last month's standoff in which
President Reagan started shutting down parts of the government
eller Congress refused to pass a
budget bill to his liking.
House Republican Leader
Robert H. Michel of Illinois, one of
those who helped fashion the compromise, said Friday he was
"very optimistic that we can fly
this thing."
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said
Reagan accepted the deal worked
out by his staff and Republican
congressional leaders.
Although Democrats werca not
consulted, Speakes said the compromise "has a reasonable good *
chance"for approval by Congress
and House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill conceded the measure
might pass the
Democratic-controlled House.
'I wouldn't count it out," said

O'Neill, D-Mas$.
forcement operations and
Speakes aid the agreements "go
veterans' medical benefits.
half-way toward Meeting" reducThe issue of how much to spend
tions of $8.4 billion requested by
on foreign aid is unresolved,
Reagan in September.
awaiting action next week in the
The White House and GOP -"Rouse on related legislation.
leaders negotiated the $4 billion in
The White-House and Michel are
cuts after the president's Nov. 23
Working to resurrect the coalitiOn
veto of a stopgap fiscal 1982 spen- of Republicans and conservative
ding bill calling for reductions of
House Democrats — "boll wevils"
only half that amount. — that contributed to congresCongress responded by passing sional approval of earlier budget
an emergency resolution that ex- and tax cuts.
pires Dec. 15 and maintains spenO'Neill said neither he nor Rep.
ding at pre-existing levels. Some
Jamie L. Whitten, B-Miss, chairtype stopgap legislation is
man of the House Appropriations
necessary because few of the Committee, were told anything
regular spending bills have been
about the GOP compromise.
passed.
-"I doubt I will be-supporting
Sources said the compromise
tails for across-the-board cuts of 4
percent in most domestic programs, including those singled out
in Reagan's September request.
Government benefit programs
such as food stamps and Medicare
would be exempt, as would
defense, the judiciary, law enMurray State University's new
University Center, which opened
earlier this year is featured in an
extensive story in the fall 1981 edition of College Union Magazine.
The story includes a color
photograph by Murray State
photographer' Barry Johnson
family members and friends are - printed on the _magazine's cover.
gathered together in Dickens' The picture depicts the center's
home in London,.
spacious interior which is acAsked to tell, a story, Dickens cented by- extensive use of
assigns everyone characters such greenery.
as Ebenezer Scrooge, Bob CratCollege Union, which is publishchit, Tiny Tim, and the ghosts of ed quarterly, is distributed to colJacob Marley, Christmas Past, lege and university personnel naChristmas Present and Christmas tionally who are involved in camYet to Come and they act out what pus activities and services.
has become the Dickens'classic.
Titled "A Seven Year Plan," the
Tickets for the show are $3.50 magazine article discusses the infor adults and $2 for children, novative design of the facility and
students and senior citizens.
various obstacles to completion
For reservations or further in- which occurred during construcformation call the Community tion.
Theatre Ticketline at 45021 59-„In the article, University Center
1752.
director Dave Kratzer stresses

Republican alternative, which
they'll have an opportunity to vote
on," O'Neill said. "The safety net,
(of government programs for the
needy I has been pierced and
slashed. I would never in my heart
be able to accept anything further
than we went" in earlier budget
cuts.
•
But the speaker conceded a
solid coalition of Republicans and
conservative Democrats could
pass the plan..
Sources on Capital Hill said
several Republicans had had informal discussions with key House
and Senate Democrats in an attempt to smooth the way• for
agreement,-

University Center
Featured In Article
the careful planning which
preceded construction. He advises
professionals on other campuses
to be certain of the purpose of such
a facility before it is actually built.
Construction of the three-story
University Center began in 1978
and the doors opened in January
this_year. Numerous campus and
community activities have been
conducted in the facility since its
completion_
One of the Christmas holiday
traditions at Murray State, the
"Hanging of the Green," decoration of the campus Christmas tree,
isd scheduled in the University
Center at 4:30 .
pm. Sunday, Dec.
6.

Community Theatre
Schedules Production
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will begin its
final production of the fall season
Thursday night.
The community Theatre will
present Charles Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol" at 8 p.m. Thursday through Sunday and 2 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday at the
Playhouse in the Park in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The theatre's production of the
story of a man's discovery of the
meaning of Christmas "is a play
within a play," according to the
theatre's director Richard Valentine.
In the play, Dickens and several

School Board
Sets Meeting
The Calloway County School
Board will meet at 5 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 8, at DeVanti's
Restaurant,according to Dr. Jack
Rose,superintendent.

Horse Motion Negatives
Donated To Murray State
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Glass negatives made in 1884 to
study the motion of horses by the
man recognized as having
developed the first moving pictures have been donated,by a Murray State UniversiO faculty
member to the Kentucky Horse
Park in Lexington.
Dr. George A. James, associate
professor of political science and
legal studies and director of the
Master of Public Administration
program, said the series of 24
frames by Edward Muybridge
will be housed in the International
Museum of the Horse at the park.
The original negatives are part
of the work done by Muybridge at
the University of Pennsylvania
between 1833 and 1885. He was
awarded a grant of $50,000 to
develop motion pictures or
animals. In 1893, Muybridge had
the first Motion Picture Theatre
and show at the Chicago World's
•
Fair.
• James was given the negatives
by his grandfather, Dr. George A.
Nitzsche, who was an administrative official at the University of Pennsylvania for 50 years.
He died in 1962.
Worm

"I felt it appropriate that my
newly adopted state of Kentucky,
world renowned for race horses,
have an original study in motion
made by Professor Muybridge of
a racking horse in 1884," said
James, who joined the Murray
State faculty this fall.
He presented the plates to Jean
Unglaub of Georgetown, assistant
art director of the museum and a
1980 graduate of Murray State.
James said he is particularly
pleased that a Murray State
graduate visited the campus to accept the gift.
Noting that the negatives were
the last in the hands of the James
family, he added that they were
presented to the museum to make
it pogible for visitors to examine
and enjoy some of the first motion
pictures ev"er made.
Photographs from the negatives
were originally published in a
very limited edition of
Muybridge's work in 1887. They
appeased again in 1957 in another
limited edition of his, work by
Dover Publications under the
leadership of editor Lewis S.
Brown, who was with ..the
American Museum Of _Natural
,i-History in New York City.

brrrrrr!
Clear tonight. Lows in the upper 208 to lower 30s. Breezy and
warmer on Sunday. Highs in
the mid 50s. Winds becoming
light and variable tonight and
south 10 to 20 mph on Sunday.
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SOME OF THE FIRST MOVING PICTURES — Dr. George A. James and Jean Unglaub look closely at
some of the glass negatives from almost 100 years ago that be has donated to the International Museum of the
Horse at the Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington. The series of 24 frames by Edward Muybridge shows a racking horse in motion and is some of the earliest work in the development of moving pictures. Meybridge did the
work at the University of Pennsylvania in the mid-18110s and later, in 1893, had the first Motion Picture
Theatre and show at the Chicago World'i Fair. James is a faculty member at Murray State University and
Ms. Unglaub is assistant art director atthe museum.
Photo by Barry Johnson
••••
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Watergate Figure In Line For Reagan Job
that would be subject to Senate way an issue because I had no part
in Watergate. The record now
confirmation.
The corporation was established shows that."
Stans, now a private consultant
to encourage American industry
to invest in Third World develop- in Los Angeles, was budget direcment by insuring U.S. investors tor under President Eisenhower
against political risks, such as ex- but is best known for the role he
propriation or revolution, and by played during President Nixon's
offering loans and technical 1972 re-election campaign.
As finance chairman of the
assistance. The independent agene to Re-elect the PresiCommitte
governis
1969,
in
ed
cy, establish
ed by an 11-member board of dent, Stans raised $62 Million, an
all-time record for campaign
directors.
Asked in Los Angeles whether fundraising.
Stalls pleaded guilty March 12,
his public identification with
Watergate would be a factor in 1975, to three counts of violating
Senate consideration of his the reporting sections of the
Federal Election Campaign Act
nomination,Stalls replied:
"Why should it? Watergate is no and two counts of accepting illegal
A rodent control program for
Murray and Calloway County will
begin Monday, Dec. 7, at several
locations.
Two thousand pounds of free rodent bait have been mixed and
will be distributed at the MurrayCalloway County Health DepartUnited States and abroad."
WASHINGTON (AP) — Civil
ment, Crawford's Shell, Lynn
However, both Democrats and
the
attacking
are
Grove; Bucy's Market, Almo; libertarians
ns on the committee
Republica
elicit
to
authority
new
CIA's
Dee's
Kirksey;
Usrey's Grocery,
for backing away
Reagan
praised
from
ence
Bank, Hazel; Ross' Corner, New foreign intellig
ve CIA
expansi
more
from
most
but
covertly,
s
American
Market,
Concord; and Duncan's
they
proposals
spying
domestic
e
Senate Intelligence Committe
Highway 94 East.
of
drafts
in
earlier
criticized
had
down
wateredthe
say
by
members
The program is sponsored
the
order.
s
the health department in coopera- order has adequate safeguard
Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
tion with the Kentucky Depart- against abuse.
committee chairmanscalled
the
Liberties
Civil
American
Health
The
re.
Agricultu
of
ment
order a "proper commonthe
the
that
Friday
ed
department officials thanked Max Union complain
balance" that protects civil
sense
Reagan
President
by
at
signed
class
order
carpentry
Parks and the
and national security.
liberties
CIA
the
of
the Murray Vocational School for "expands the authority
subscribe to the notion
"I
don't
to
agencies
ce
intelligen
other
and
program.
their help in the
are no enemies within
there
that
ate
Officials said the bait is safe and collect, file and dissemin
s of our country,"
boundarie
the
g
concernin
on
the
informati
on
are
private
directions for use
Goldwater said.
law-abiding Americans in the
package.
Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan of New
York, the panel's ranking
Democrat, said that — with the
revisions — it does not appear to
him the CIA has been "given a
new domestic role."
Reagan signed the new order
(Continued From Page 1)
a unanimous vote by the
saying that •by lifting
Friday,
has 1,000
covered with pecan-shade panel- magistrates,the building space. some of the restrictions imposed
square feet of second floor
ing.
on U.S. intelligence agencies by
judge
Inside the front door is a six-foot The newly-elected county what former Presidents Carter and
wide passageway. According to a and fiscal court • will decidethe se- Ford, he intended "to remove the
in
" surrounding
floor plan sketch,the clerk's office will be located there and
e, aura of suspicion
courthous
the
of
floor
cond
is to be located in the southwest
their mission.
portion of the building. Jury, Miller previously reported.
The final order, which carries
A possible advantage the old
witness and a waiting rooms are
force of law, expands the
the
.,to the courthouse is CIA's role inside the United States
planned for the northwest section. post office has
Circuit court, which will contain it's easily accessible to handicap- much less than three previous
approximately 400 square feet, is ped and elderly people. McKenney drafts — which leaked to the press
has
in the northeast corner. District said the old post office only
beginning last March and were atfront
the
to
up
leading
steps
two
square
court, approximately 350
tacked on Capitol Hill.
feet, is in the southeast corner. door.
Reagan's order grants new
Ann Wilson, circuit court clerk, authority for the CIA to collect
Judge's chambers are to be east of
agreed.
each respective court.
"significant" foreign intelligence
"We want the public to be com- inside the United,States and gives
Chairs will be placed in the eight
foot we lobby-waiting area fortable,"she said.
it the right to conduct covert
Wilson added a combined domestic operations if they are
which also is to be used as a smoking area, McKenney said. No clerk's office would lesson confu- not intended to influence U.S.
smoking is to be allowed in the sion to the public. Currently, cir- policies or politics.
cuit and district clerk's offices are
courtrooms.
Reagan said that under his new
The ceiling and the light fix- located at opposite ends on the se- guidelines "no intelligence agency
tures will be lowered to 10 feet to cond floor of the courthouse.
of the United States...will be given
Employees of both of her offices the authority to violate the rights
help with the energy efficiency of
the building, McKenney said. A have had input as to the proposed and liberties guaranteed to all
tile drop-in ceiling and tube lights layout of the office, Wilson said.
Americans by our Constitution
Walk-in vaults, measuring 8x6 and laws."
are to be used.
The structure has three primary and built into the structure, are
The order replaces one signed
exits and two emergency exits located at each end and can be us- by Carter in January 1978, which
were added,the co-ordinator said. ed by the courts and the clerk's of- the Reagan administration had
The county employed five men fice.
'Criticized as unduly hampering
Furnishings for the courtroo
for the project. The ceiling work,
U.S. intelligence activities.
masonry work and air condition- including all public se ng,
In turn, Carter's order had
ing work (ducts were extended to judges benches and witness loosened restrictions imposed by
the
both courtroonis) were being done chairs, will be furnisheJ by
Ford after disclosures in the midby three sub-contractors, McKen- state, McKenney said.
1970s that U.S. intelligence agenBoth courtrooms also will be cies had spied on and disrupted
ney said.
Named for Miller at the carpeted, to help reduce the U.S. citizens engaged in legal
November fiscal court meeting by amount of noise.
dissent.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Maurice Stans, the Richard Nixon
associate who pleaded guilty to
fund-raising violations during the
election campaign that sparked
the Watergale scandal, is being
asked to join the Reagan
administration.
The White House announced
Friday that President Reagan intends to nominate Stans to be a
director of the Overseas Private
Investment Corp., an appointment

Rodent Control
Program Slated

Civil Libertarians
Attack CIA Powers

Post Office ...

9

campaign contributions. tlie was
fined
Abuses uncovered in the
Watergate investigation led to an
overhaul of federal campaign
laws, and limits were placed on
the amount an individual could
give to one campaign.
According to testimony in the
Watergate case, Stans authorized
Hugh Sloan, the campaign
treasurer,to dispurse $83,000 to G.
Gordon Liddy, who used the
money to pay for a political
intelligence-gathering operation,
including the break-in and bugging of Democratic headquarters
at the Watergate complex.
Stans insisted that he knew
nothing of Liddy's plan and had
simply relayed to Sloan word from
higher authorities that Liddy was
authorized to receive campaign
funds.
A White House statement said
Stans will succeed William M.
Landau on the OPIC board.
In a lengthy trial in New York
City, Stans and former Attorney
General John N. Mitchell were acquitted of conspiracy, obstruction
of justice and perjury charges in
connection with an investigation
of fugitive financier Robert Vesco.
Ftans has written a memoir of
the Watergate days,"The Terrors
of Justice."

Workfare Proposal
Ready For Approval
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The state Department for Human
Resources has a plan ready for federal approval that would require
thousands of Kentucky welfare recipients to work for their monthly
checks or face a loss of aid.
Human Resources Secretary Grady Stumbo said his department is
preparing to take advantage of new federal workfare programs.
Those programs, aimed at people who receive Kid to Families with
Dependent Children, will provide money to states adopting the
legislation,though the money will not pay all the costs.
Historically, Stumbo said, "this department has been opposed to
workfare," but now accepts that "work programs in and of
themselves are not harmful."
"As I travel around the state, I think there is a general perception
— people feel,Kentuckians feel — able-bodied people ought to work,"
Stumbo said.
Stumbo said this week at the prelegislative conference at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park that his department has identified about
10,000 adults who will take part in a workfare program.
Part of workfare will be a more flexible version of the current
Work Incentive Program,which pays wageson top of aid as an incentive for recipients to train for and take a job.
Another part is the Community Work Experience Program, in
which people work in public-service jobs in exchange for their aid
checks.
Stumbo said the jobs could be as classroom, hospital or day-care
aides, or in programs such as Meals on Wheels, which serves eldcrly
shut-ins.
People in the program would work enough hours at the minimum
wage of $3.35 an hour to earn their monthly aid payments. A person
receiving the average monthly payment,$187, would work 56 hours.
The state and federal governments would combine to pay
transportation and child-care costs. A woman's children would have
to be at least school age before she would be required to take part.

Kentuckians, Hoosiers Warned
Of New Madrid Quake Danger
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) — tains to the Atlantic Ocean. •
That quake was credited with
Earthquakes are normally
the
near
the course of the
areas
with
d
changing
associate
ocean. However, the largest Mississippi River and forming.
quake ever recorded in the United Reelfoot Lake in northwestern
States, was centered in Tennessee. Jean Millin of
southeastern Missouri.
-1PEMA's emergency response and
national security division said
Federal disaster officials say
is up to a 63 percent prothere
there is a better than even chance bability of a substantial quake octhat another quake will occur in curring along the fault before the
the same area by the year 2000,
end of the century.
and they want to get ready for it.
The fault area includes parts of
As a part of the National EarthProReduction
seven states, she said, and
quake Hazards
geologists have estimated a
gram, officials from the Federal
strong quake would have the
Emergency Management Agency
potential to cause severe damage
(FEMA) were in Evansville on
in 10 southwestern Indiana counTuesday to warn area emergency
ties an4j,,20 counties in western
personnel of the potential damage
Kentucky'.
if another quake occurs.
On Dec. 16, 1811,tremors lasting
"Irsibeen rumbling and shaking
two days shook the central United
for
500,000 years down there, and
on
followed
shocks
States. Large
Jan. 23, 1812, and again Feb.7 that it isn't likely to stop," said Jack
Barnes, assistant professor of
year.
geology at Indiana State
The largest of the shocks was University-Evansville.
felt throughout two million square
Ms. Millin said that besides havmiles from Canada to the Gulf of ing potentially devastating effects
Mexico and from the Rocky Moun- on the area, an earthquake along

the New Madrid fault would have
national implications.
Such a tremor "would hurt the
entire nation's economy because
the natural gas pipelines for the
northeast run through this area,"
Ms. Millin told officials from
southwestern Indiana and western
Kentucky. "It would shut down
the industry of that region."
She said her team will return to
the Evansville area next year to
collect information on local
buildings and services such as
police and fire stations, industries, medical facilities and
military outposts.
The information will be forwarded to the U.S. Geological
Survey for analysis and
assistance in preparing an
emergency response plan.
Only recently have state
building codes in Indiana and Kentucky required some resistance to
earthquake damage. Ms. Millin
warned that even though newer
buildings are safer, no structure
can withstand a severe
earthquake.

Patty Hearst Describes Ordeal
With SLA In Book Just Released

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Now married and a mother, the rorists what they wanted to hear,
Newspaper heiress Patricia heir to the Hearst publishing for- "the thought of escaping them
Hearst Shaw says she was involv- tune described how on Feb. 4, never entered my mind...there
ed in bombings and in a bank rob- 1974, she, was dragged screaming was no possibility of escape."
About nine weeks after the kidbery that led to the death of a from the Berkeley apartment she
customer, although she was never shared with her boyfriend, Steve napping, toting a gun, she entered
a San Francisco branch of the
charged with those crimes.
Weed.
Hibernia Bank with her SLA comsaid
she
you,"
join
to
away
"I want
She said she was carried
she told Symbionese Liberation to an apartment in Daly City, rades and helped rob it of $10,690.
Army leaders. But she said she south of San Francisco, dumped Less than two years later, a jury
was driven into the ranks of her into a closet and humiliated until, found her guilty of bank robbery,
captors by fear and the need to convinced escape was impossible, refusing to believe her testimony
survive.
she enlisted in the SLA as Tania, that she participated out of fear.
In the book, Mrs.Shaw admitted
The robberies and the story of the revolutionary.
drove the getaway car from a
she
book
anew
of
part
ion
are
her capture
"Grateful for my re-educat
by Mrs. Shaw, who took the name classes, I gave them back all the Carmichael bank robbery in
"Frequently, whether years of existence, and Pharmacy,told the board "Tania" during her exploits in the rhetoric, all the slogans, all the which a woman was killed. She
LEXINGTON, Ky.
should no longer could "provide a real early 1970s, first as the :aptive buzz words that they had filled me also said she helped plan a second
(AP) — A total of $728,664 you succeed of fail that UK
le for its breakthrough in tobacco and then a member of the terrorist with over the past month or so" — holdup and was involved in
in new research projects depends on how you react be responsib
and health research."
direction.
SLA.
,"
after her kidnapping, she said. several bombings.
for the University of Ken- in the face of adversity
question
Mrs. Shaw wrote that SLA
can show that
have
we
to
"If
Huber
reported
is
Shaw
The
Mrs.
they loved every word of it.
fachave
"And
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Davis
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otherwi
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While she was telling the terL. Huber as the tobacco these additional tion, it
Board.
the
I
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her?'
shot
—Who
design
to
,
matter
simple
programs
ng
outstandi
institute's director. The
said.
book
to
products
Seven new project pro- university fired Huber we will be in a strong smoking
"I did,' snapped Emily. 'Let's
component
posals were approved by Oct. 23, citing "un- position to reply to those eliminate this
talk about it. Keep your eye on
not
affecthe
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questio
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The projects include a said.
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) — son who started the blaze was
Dr.,Layten Davis, ac- climaxed a controversy
are serving prison terms
William,
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study
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A Presence
to be missed
By KEN WOLF
Society will always need those men and women
who stand in the doorways of our religiouss institutions looking out of the world's business and busyness and at those caught in the snares of the everyday.
Just outside those doors, or perhaps down the
street a ways, is the intersection where the fragile
bodies and souls of the unchurched run headlong into those powerful forces that too often shape the
destinies of modern men and women.
In that place, and to those people, is the world's
forgotten ministry.
The folks who live at the intertices of society are
not poor enough to attract the attention of Mother
Theresa, and the goverrunent and the Red Cross
will only serve them in times of obvious, socially
sanctioned disasters. But these folks are too poor
(or uncomfortable or confused) to go through the
doors of that Big Church or Counseling Center down
the street for help. They may or may not be "truly
needy"; they are often truly lonely.
These people are marginally OK,the temporarily
mixed-up, the uncertain, the growing-up and the
slowing-down, the burnt-up and the burnt-out. They
are upper, middle and lower class, come in all sizes
and ages. They are bright and not-so. What all in
this category have in common is a need for help —
from a source well-connected and "legitimate"
enough to be trust worthy but detached enough to
offer that help without strings.
And with those needs, and from all points of the
campus and compass, they come to the men and
women who stand in that doorway. From them they
receive the love of God at the hands of men. For
such men and women comes caring and compassion without regard for color, creed or church affiliation.
In Murray, Kentucky, for most of the past dozen
or so years, this ministry to outsiders was conducted out of a brick building on North Fifteenth
Street. Three men, with different skills, interests
and personalities, worked togetber in a ministry
that was ecumenical, prophetic and problemoriented. They helped many of us. They were a
Presence at Murray State University during a difficult decade. It was a moment in time — never to
be repeated. The building is now a parking lot.
The last of those three men, Fred Morton, is now
leaving that ministry and this city. The work of
Fred and his colleagues from 1969 to 1979, Bill
Porter and Stephen Davenport, touched the lives of
thousands in this community. They served Murray
State Univesity in crises that ranged from Kimstler
to Curris and cut-backs. These men and their
Presence will be missed. Their ministry can continue so long as churchmen are willing and able to
stand in the open doorway — looking outward.
Those whom you have helped and blessed over
the years, Fred, wish to thank you. May the
Presence of God go with you.

City officials
answer to Mason
AURORA, Utah (AP) -- In Aurora, it's easy to
find someone in city government if you need help.
Just yell "Mason!" and most city officials will
answer.
Mayor Marvin Mason is about to leave office, to
be replaced by Mayor-elect Larry Cosby, who takes
over Jan. 1.
Meanwhile, Allen Mason and Wendall Mason
were elected to city council seats in the November
election.
Since then, state officials declared Aurora a third
class city and as such, it is entitled to another
councilman.
Guess who got the appointment?
Versel Mason.
Wendall's son, Ferrald, said his father and the
rest of the city government Masons are related,
"but not very closely." He didn't know the exact
relationship.
Aurora, population 500, is 140 miles south of Salt
Lake City in central Utah.

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Here is another statement of belief, this too taken
from the worship service of a Murray church:
"Except for moments of foolish doubt or
angry denial . . . I believe in God, In Jesus
Christ, the right of other men to accept or reject my God, the freedom of the individual,
some form of final reward or judgment, and
the triumph of unselfish love."
Quite a tall order, to believe but not to insist, to
love in the face of rejection — it sounds almost
Christlike.
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inside report

Mubarak not planning to ease out of talks
CAIRO, Egypt — During the latest
sterile round of negotiations here, a
senior Egyptian officials quietly advised Israel's high command that if
they kept pushing for an "unsuitable" autonomy plan, -other initiatives are certain to come forward" to threaten Israel far more
than the Camp David peace process.
That pointed warning from Israel's
Camp David negotiating partner
highlights this fact: Egypt's President Hosni Mubarak has no intention
of easing out of the West Bank
autonomy talks, even after Israel
withdraws from the Sinai as scheduled. In a conversation with us,
Mubarak pledged Egypt to continue
trying to persuade the Israelis to accept full autonomy for the Palestinians long after Israel leaves the
Sinai.
The rewards for Mubarak and
Egypt would be considerable if Israel
did grant the full autonomy promised
at Camp David. The successor to
Nobel Peace Laureate Anwar Sadat
would instantly emerge as the Arab
who broke the back of the intractable
Palestinain issue. Full autonomy
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detached, unemotional terms,
without recrimination. Egypt will do
nothing that might damage its new
relationship with Israel, regarded
here as close to sacrosanct. But
Mubarak also knows that outside
pressures on Israel to give up the
conquered West Bank are rising
Each new increment of pressure puts
Israel more on the defensive.
The Saudi plan is the most conspicuous. Damned by Israel as a formula for its liquidation, it 1.1 seen
here as the natural result of zero progress on autonomy. The fact that it is
picking up powerful sympathizers in
the international Jewish community,
such as ex-commerce secretary
Philip Klutznick, simply adds to
Egyptian unease.
So Mubarak is gently urging the
Israelis: Be more reasonable about
autonomy and thereby finesse the
Saudi plan for an immediate Palestimaristeife; be more reasonable about
autonomy and thereby spare the
United States the high price of
failure. In the long run, Mubarak has
not given up hope that his new
friends, the Israelis, will finally see
the light.

Looking back
Ten years ago—
The Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
at Murray State University was
dedicated Dec. 5 with Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president, delivering the address.
Harold Beaman, administrator of
Westview Nursing Home, has been
appointed by Gov. Louie B. Nunn to
serve on Hospital Council for state of
Kentucky.
Twenty years ago—
Southern Bell Telephone Company
had just started a construction program costing over $75,000 which included placing a new cable on
Highway 641 toward Benton,
Highway 94 toward Kentucky Lake,
and Highway 121 toward New Concord, along with necessary feeder
cable to those areas from central office and Seventh and Olive Streets,
according to Dan Johnson, local
telephone manager.
Dr. C. S. Lowry, head of Social
Sciences Department, Murray State
College, was to speak at a meeting of
Jackson Purchase Historical Society
at Triangle Inn Dec. 16.
Thirty years ago—
The Fund Campaign Planning

•

Committee of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross had
selected Buford Hurt of Murray to
serve aS Chair-Man of the committee
during the coming year.
Forty years ago—
Tennessee Valley Authority announced award of contracts for 9.8
miles of highway relocation in Kentucky Reservoir area near Murray at
a total cost of $648,847.80.
C.V. McCuiston of near Brandon
was among the first tobacco growers
from the east side of Calloway County to place his 1941 tobacco crop for
sale on Outland's Loose Leaf Floor.
Tolley and Carson listed a pound of
Maxwell House coffee as selling for
32 cents.
Fifty years ago—
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red cross said it needed a
sum of $1,200 for relief of the needy in
the county during the winter months,
according to Mary Williams,
secretary.
Dr. Rainey T. Welts. Murray. was
elected president of 'irst Distirct
Education Association at a meeting
Nov. 28 at Murray State Teachers
College.

by touise cook

marketplace

Competition for retirement dollars picking up
Banks, savings and loan associations and other financial institutions
have fired the first shots in the war
for the billions of dollars Americans
are expected to put in Individual
Retirement Accountg next year.
Until now,IRAs were available only for workers who were not covered
by a company pension plan. The 1981
tax bill eliminates that restriction.
Beginning Jan. 1, any wage earner
can set aside up to $2,000 a year in an
IRA. The investment and the interest
it earns are exempt from income
taxes until you start making
withdrawals.
The Depository Institutions
Deregulation Committee recently
authorized a new category of IRA —
with a minimum term of 142 years
and no ceiling on the amount of interest which can be paid.

business mirror

If you currently are eligible to open
an IRA, you can get one of the new
accounts starting Dec. 1. If you're not
now eligible, you'll have to wait until
Jan. 1.
Advertising campaigns to encourage deposits already are under
way. One New York thrift institution,
for example, is offering what it calls
a "Headstart IRA Plan."
An estimated 45 million people who
are not now eligible for IRAs will be
able to open the accounts next year.
Those who already are eligible, will
be able to set aside an increased
amount. Self-employed people with
tax-deferred Keogh plans also will be
able to boost their contributions and,
for the first time,they will be allowed
to maintain both Keogh plans and
IRAs. The banking industry says the
changes will mean $50 billion to $80

billion a year in new deposits by
individuals in tax-deferred retirement accounts.
Here are some basics about how
IRAs will operate starting next year:
—Any wage earner, whether he or
she is self-employed or works for
someone else, can open an Individual
Retirement Account and deposit up
to $2,000 a year. A couple with only
one working spouse can set aside a
total of $2,250 a year in separate accounts. The current maximum is
$1,500 for an individual and $1,750 for
a couple. You do not have to deposit
the maximum. Nor do you have to
put the entire sum into a single
account.
—The money paid into an IRA can
be deducted from current income for
tax purposes. You do not have to
itemize 1.6 claim the deduction. The

by john cunniff

Consultant scores management
NEW YORK (API — A Commerce
Department report informs Conggess that the financial troubles of the
American automotive industry are
serious, and that major doubts exists
about its future competitiveness.
Coming after a year (1980) in
which the industry lost More than $4
billion, that's hardly a new conclusion. Some people close to the
industry, like consultant James Harbour, have already said they are
watching a horror without parallel in
U.S. industrial history.
Harbour, of Berkley, Mich., feels
he Jknows something about
automotive plants, since he and five
associates in his autunotive
consulting firm claim 150 years experience in the industry.
Based on that experience and on
studies of U.S. and Japanese plants,
Harbour declares the Japanese,"are
iii;ikiii II. hN ik bk.. 9 veli.

interest earned on an IRA does not
count as income for tax purposes.
—You must pay taxes on the
money you set aside, plus the interest, when you start making
withdrawals. The tax is not
eliminated; it is simply postponed. If
you make withdrawals before you
are 59'.'2 you must pay a penalty, as
well as the income tax on the accumulated amount.
—You can open your IRA at any
one of a number of institutions: a
bank, a savings and loan association,
a brokerage house or an insurance
company,for example. The available
investments for funds put into an IRA
include certificates of deposit,
money-market funds, stocks end annuity programs. The new law prohibits IRA investments in
"collectibles" like gold, coins, art,
etc.
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Saturday Dee.5
Am I being unreasonable? If you agree with me, how do I
approach him?
"Old Time" Singing
NO OLD MEMORIES, THANK YOU will be at 7 p.m. at
DEAR N.O.M.: Unreasonable? No way! Come right Dexter-Hardin United
out and tell him you want a new bedroom set. And if it Methodist Church.
would be easier to clip this column and slip it into Is;.
shirt pocket — be my guest.
Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellowship will not
C's
meet at Triangle at8 a.m.
DEAR ABBY: How do I handle a habitual eavesdropper but will meet at 8:45 a.m.
By Abigail Van Buren
who sits at the desk next to me in an office where we are with Women's group at
both employed? Whenever, she sees me talking on the Joe's Family Restaurant
telephone, or if someone comes to my desk to talk to me, Ms. at 8:45 a.m.
Eavesdropper turns her typewriter off and listens to what
I'm saying.
Eavesdropping is one thing, but she even joins in on the Widows luncheon,sponconversation and asks questions about whatever it is we're sored by Young Adult
Class of Seventh and
DEAR ABBY: My husband has five children from a discussing.
previous marriage. Some of them are married with children I don't want to start a fight because I have to see her every Poplar Church of Christ,
day, but I would like to put an end to this. Any suggestions? will be at 12 norm in multiof their own, and some live with their mother.
IRRITATED AND FRUSTRATED purpose room of the
I am responsible for buying, wrapping and sending all the
gifts for their birthdays, Christmas, etc.(He pays for them,
DEAR IRRITATED: Anything less than a direct church. For transportaand I must say he is not cheap.)
The problem: I am filled to the gills with his ungrateful confrontation would be ineffective in dealing with tion call the church ofchildren, who never bother calling him to say "Thank you," one so obviously insensitive. Simply tell Ms. Eaves- fice.
"Kiss my foot," or anything else. For all we know, the gifts dropper that it's not nice to shut off her typewriter
weren't even received. I know he's hurt, but he insists on and listen in on other people's conversations. If you Wranglers Riding Club
sending them presents year after year for every occasion, tell her in a friendly, helpful way, you'll probably get will have a potluck supShould I continue to buy for my husband's children, results. If you keep your frustration bottled up and per at 6:30 p.m. followed
should I tell him to do it, or should I buy them all a book on your irritation builds, you'll probably get ulcers.
by presentation of tropies
manners?
ribbons and enterand
TIRED OF IT
tainment by a band at
DEAR TIRED: I agree, your husband is foolish to DEAR ABBY: You wisely advised "Another Churchgoer" West Kentucky Livestock
continue sending gifts to ingrates, and I don't blame to practice the virtue of tolerance. That caused me to recall and Exposition Center.
you for balking. But look at it this way — you are the words of the late E.M. Forster in his "Two Cheers for
Democracy":
doing it for him, not them.
"Tolerance is a very dull virtue. It is boring. Unlike love, Bake sale, sponsored
it has always had a bad press. No one has ever written an by Northside Inode to tolerance, or raised a statue to her, yet this is the dependence Church
DEAR ABBY: I am a middle-aged woman engaged to be quality Which will be most needed if different races and Women, will start at 9
married in three months. My fiance has been a widower for classes are to settle down together."
front of Lerman's,
ARTHUR H. PRINCE a.m. in
10 years.
west side of court square.
I am going to move into his house after we're married, but
there is something I haven't discussed with him and it's DEAR ARTHUR: With all due respect to Mr. Forster, to me,"tolerance" has a lukewarm,passive ring Square and round dancbothering me.
I do not want to sleep in the same bed that he occupied to it. To "tolerate" a race or class of people suggests ing will be at 730 p.m. at
with his wife for 20 years, but I don't know how to bring the "putting up with them." I would prefer the word Woodmen of the World
"respect" in this instance.
subject up, Abby.
Hall.
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Menus Listed

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri 8, Cine
AU Seats Si .50

Menus for the Nutrition and lettuce, whole wheat
Program for the Elderly roll, butter, apple, milk,
for Dec. 7-11 have been coffee or tea.
released. Meals are servWednesday — beef
ed Monday through Fri- stew with carrots and
day at Hazel and Douglas tomatoes, whole kernel
Centers and Tuesday and corn, creamy cole slaw,
Thursday at Ellis Center. crackers, butter, banana,
Meals are also sent out milk,coffee or tea.
Monday through Friday.
Thursday — spaghetti
and meat sauce, squash
Menus are as follows:
casserole, tossed salad,
Monday — roast beef
and gravy, green beans, garlic roll, butter, apricot
milk, cofmashed potatoes, hot roll, crisp, apricots,
fee
or
tea.
butter, orange, milk, cofFriday — roast pork,
fee or tea.
steamed cabbage, white
Tuesday — sliced beans, cornbread, butter,
turkey roll with cheese peanut butter cookie,
sauce and bacon bits, prunes, milk, coffee or
lima beans, tomato slice tea.
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Center Pieces
Mantel Pieces
Tulip Bulbs
Fruit, Shade
& Ornamental Trees
Bird Baths

Everyone Is A Winner!
- To Be Given Away:
Free Trip

3 Days,3 Nights at the
Hilton Head Hyatt
in South Carolina

5 Days,5 Nights at
Daytona Beach, Florid
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in Cash
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MSU Students Excluded
Must Be 18 Yts. of Age
No Purchase Necessary

MSU Students Only
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Livestock and Exposition Women will meet at 7
p.m.at church.
Center.

Your
Individual
Horoscope

080

412fick

datebook

nieer•

The Slum)case

Pam Roberts

is now employed at

Both..
4.41.

Kut N'Kurl
southside Manor

Soosons
Greetings

Four Sedsons
Nursery

in Cash

Hwy. 1824 N
Alm* Heights, Ky.

753-9946
4.1=MY.:-211

11-

A special program of
Christmas music featuring chorus of Murray
Woman's Club with B. J.
Berrill as director and
Bea Farrell as accompanist, Larrie Clark
as Santa Claus and a
group of second and third
grade students from
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will
be presented Sunday,
Dec.6, at 3 p.m. at the
club house.
Berrill said the chorus,
composed of 25 members,
will sing traditional
Christmas songs with the
theme being "Twas the
Night Before
Christmas."
Margie Shown will
direct the Southwest
students with Scott Conklin, a first grade student,as violinist.
Cecilia Brock, club
president, said this was
an open meeting and invites the public to attend.

Murray Lodge No. 105
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 276 Free and Ac- Free and Accepted
cepted Masons will meet Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m.at lodge hall.
at7 p.m.at lodge hall.
Chapter M.P.E.0. will
DECA.Club of meet at
7:30 p.m. in the
Marketing and home of
Mrs. William
Distributive Education Major.
Class of Murray Vocational School will have
A free pap smear
road blocks for muscular clinic will be from 1 to 3
dystrophrtrom 12 noon to p.m. at Calloway County Health Center. For an
3 p.m.
appointment. call 753Christmas bazaar of 3381.
Bethel Chapel
Five-Day Plan to Stop
Pentecostal Church will
be from 9:30 a.m. to 3 Smoking will start at 7
p.m. in third floor
p.m. at Wal-Mart North.
education unit of
Jackson Purchase Rab- Murray-Calloway Counbit Breeders Club will ty Hospital.
show at 8 a.m. in conjuncTuesday,Dec.8
tion with Kentucky Rab"Old Fashioned
bit Breeders Association
at A. Carman Pavilion, Christmas Open House"
for members of Garden
College Farm Road.
Department of Murray
Christmaq Razaar of Woman's Club will be
First Christian Church from 6 to 8 p.m. at home
CWF will be from 8 a.m. of Janet Wallis.
to 3 p.m.at church.
Groups of Christian
Sunday,Dec.6
Women's Fellowship of
Murray Art Guild will First Christian Church
have open house from 1 to will meet as follows: I
5 p.m.
with Helen Bennett at 2
Frances Drake
p.m. and III with Judy
Reception for Fred Eldredge at 7:30 p.m.
FOR MONDAY,
Morton and his family
DECEMBER 7,1981
will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Woodmen of World
Wesley Foundation, Family Night will be at Whatkind daY will wmcsrPayne Street.
6:30 p.m. at WOW Hall. row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
Annual Christmas open
Murray Star Chapter
house will be from 4 to 7 No. 433 Order of the
p.m. at Murray Country Eastern Star will meet ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) Inr4
Club.
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge Your intuition is keen now,
Hall.
but expect some opposition
Kentucky State Rabbit
from others. Try to be tactful
Breeders Association will
with higher-ups and avoid exshow from 8 a.m. to 5
Alcoholics cess expenditure.
p.m. at A. Carman Anonymous will meet at TAURUS
pavilion, College Farm 8 p.m. at west end of (Apr.20 to May 20)
Road.
Livestock and Exposi- A little relaxation will help
you cope with today's workMonday,Dec.7
tion Center.
related problems. The late
evening finds you back in the
Murray-Calloway
Murray TOPS (take swing of things.
Club
will
Camera
County
off pounds sensibly) GEMINI
meet at 7 p.m. at First Club will meet at 7 p.m. (May 21 to June 20) 111/
9
United Methodist Church at Health Center.
Problems in interpersonal
with Stanford Henrelationships may concern
drickson to show slides of
Homemakers Clubs you. It's best to stay out of the
Afghanistan.
will meet as follows: way of those who seem to be
Countryside at Gran- cantakerous.
Recovery, Inc., will ny's Porch at 8:30 a.m.; CANCER
21 to July 22)
meet at 5:30 p.m. at New Providence with (June
Your hunches are right, but
Health Center to go to Kathy Bass at 10 a.m.; it's not the best,time to act on
Paducah for an area Coldwater with Mrs. them — particularly at work.
potluck dinner.
Freelan Youngblood for Friends prove bothersome in
a Christmas luncheon; the evening.
Blood River Baptist Paris Road with Robbie LEO
Association mission Blalock at 11 a.m.
(July23toAug.22)
Restrain that impulse to
study will be at 10 a.m. at
Elm Grove Baptist
Murray Branch of give advice to others. Though
American Association your assessment may be acChuch.
of University Women curate, they will not tolerate
any criticism.
Bethany Sunday School will meet at 7:15 p.m. at VIRGO
nn tsi
Class, First Baptist home of Sue Parsons (Aug.23toSept. 22)
Church will meet at 12 with Betty Boston to Joint financial affairs connoon at Fellowship Hall speak about "Money cern you now.It will be hard to
Talks."
reach agreements with others.
of church.
Home-based concerns interfere with travel.
LJBRA
(Sept.23to Oct.22) 442
---ni
It's not the time to raise
tennis lineup
issues with close ties, or a
Group C of Ladies Ten- Court One - Deanna power struggle could ensue.
nis of Murray Country Parker, Carol Waller, Work from behind the scenes
Club will meet at 9 a.m., Cathy Mattis, and Leisa for real progress.
Tuesday, Dec. 8, at Faughn.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Dakota Feed and Grain to
go to Kenlake Tennis Court Two - Annette Trying too hard can inhibit
Alexander, Laura Miller, creativity, especially on the
Center for play.
lineup
is
The
as Renee Wynn,and Jerlene job. Give your intuition a
chance to,work by practicing
Sullivan.
follows:
relaxation.
SAGITTARIUS
4,
0
0
V
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
Don't overdo on the social
We are pleased to
circuit or you'll overtire
announce that
yourMrAvoid late-afternoon
Renata Collins,
extravagance arid get suffibride-elect of Rusty
cient rest.
Bogard has chosen
CAPRICORN
her china and crystal
(Dec.22toJan. 19) /41
Don't take office problems
from our complete
home with you. You can't exbridal registry.
pect others to sacrifice for
Renate and Rusty
your ambitions. Friendly adwill be married Dec.
visers are helpful.
18.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
It's difficult to convince
others now. No use wasting
wprds on one who has his mind
already made up. Seek sound
financial advice.
7534641 121 ev•Pass
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20) XC'
114.--)11
*-*-11
Though long-range financial
and career prospecb look
good, the hd'e
may
bring problems in both areas.
Be patient.

Mon-Sot.8-8 Susi.14
Happy
Holidaysl

Program
Sunday

21

Eovv-Atea.

•Registration Starts Dec. 1st
*Drawing will be Feb. 20, 1982
at the M.S. U.—Tennessee Tech
Basketball Game

Free Weekend

Naretha A. Timberlake,
105 Spruce, Murray,
William Euguene Maddox Jr., 1205 Doran Rd.,
Murray, E. Alberta
Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray,
Rosella M. Martin, 238
Smith,Puryear,Tenn.
Stephanie L. Harper,
Rt. 5, Murray, Joseph M.
Evanko, Bx. 2061 Univ.
Sta., Murray, Jane Ann
Barrow, Rt. 2 Hazel, Bernice B. Noah, Rt. 4, Murray, James E. Blandon,
Rt. 5, Murray, Opal Hutson,Rt.4, Murray.
Alma L. Jackson, 400
7th, Fulton, Doreen M.
Taylor, 316 Samuel, Clinton, Frances G. Smith,
509 Beale, Murray, Alton
A. Hagler, 215 Warren,
Paris, Tenn., William
Cottom, Hazel, Phillip R.
Bell, 32 Hales fr. Ct.,
Murray.

•ommuntty Events

glilli

/

753-1682
Her Hours Are:
Tres. 8-5 •
Wed. 8-5
Sot. 11-3

She ,invites you to call for on
appointment.

YOU BORN TODAY are
analytical and philosophical.
You work better on your own
than in partnership. Law,
writing, music,acting, politics
and education are some of the
fields in which you'll find
fulfillment. Learning to practice what you preach is your
best road to success. You're a
thinker who also must learn to
ad. Have the courage to iko
your own thing and don't slip
Into negativism. Banking and
brokerage may also appeal to
you. Birthdate of: Willa
Cattier, novelist; Eli Wallach,
actor; and Johnny Bench,
baseball player.

BEST
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Murray Business News Briefs
CCHS Students Learn Business Skills
The highlight of Nov.
22's open house at
Calloway County High
School was the grand
opening of a model office
in which students learn
professional secretarial
and business skills while
working for a national
company.
There are 20 seniors
enrolled in the course,
which serves as a learning laboratory for
students who comprise a
wealth of young talent for
GRAND OPENING — Calloway County high school seniors in the business
•
the
Pic-Apex 'Corporadepartment celebrated the opening day of work for the school's branch office of
tion,
a national paper
the Pic/Apex Corporation. They are(from left) Carla Barnett,Patrice Fleming,
with headcompany
Julie Miller, unidentified girl, Deanna Underhill, Monika West, Brenda Nix, inquarters in New York and
structor and model office manager,Lisa Turner,Teresa Roberts and Dotty Bell.
Washington.
Photo by John Salerno
Brenda Nix is the CCHS
faculty member who
serves as office manager
for the new program. An
employee of the Calloway
County school system
since 1970 Nix said the
business office program
was moved from the
vocational school to the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — 309 board members are ty, First Security National Bank, Investors
Women have scarcely women.
Heritage Life Insurance,
penetrated the board
The Ledger also Liberty National Bank
rooms and executive
reported
that women hold and United Kentucky
suites of Kentucky's
estimated
three per- Bank.
an
publicly-held companies,
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
vice presidencent
of
the
Both S&T Industries The following is the
according to the
cies at companies and Vermont American
December issue of Kensurveyed; 26 among have women on their fourth in a series of five
tucky Business Ledger.
more than 600 vice boards of directors, but articles concerning holiThe monthly business
presidents at the firms none in vice presidential day spending issued by
newspaper's survey of 25
the Kentucky Society of
women.
positions.
Kentucky corporations are
Certified Public AccounCompanies which have tants, Louisville.)
disclosed that women ocSix of the companies
cupy only 2.8 percent of have women in both vice women in vice presidenThe good cheer of the
the seats on those cor- presidential and director tial positions, but not as holidays pervades even
porations' boards of roles. They are Capital board members,include: the office these days: not
Brown -Forman
directors; eight among' Holding, Citizens FideliDistillers, First Kentucky
National, Humana and
Jerrico.
By comparison, a
Crain's Chicago Business
survey disclosed that
publicly-held companies
PHOENIX, Arix. —
in the Chicago area had Howard and Ruth BranRonald L. Kelley M.D.,
10 women among 194 cor- don of the Car Collectors
a Paducah psychiatrist,
porate directors, and 42 Hall of Fame,recently atrecently was elected
women among 1,100 vice tended the annual contreasurer of Kentuckypresidents. The Chicago vention of the National
Psychiatric Association.
bizinegs news publica- Tour Brokers Association
Formerly of Murray,
tion reported that Con- (NTBA)in Phoenix,Ariz.
Kelley practices at
tinental Bank increased
The five-day event was
Kelley Psychiatric Clinic
its number of women the largest travel inon Highway 45 just south
vice presidents by 13 dur- dustry gathering in North
of Lone Oak.
ing the past year, while Americas It brought
He is a graduate of
the number of women together people who
Murray High School,
vice presidents in the develop, package and
Murray State University
other 11 corporations market motorcoach tours
and the University of
surveyed actually declin- with representatives of
Louisville Medical
ed by one.
hotels and motels,
School. Kelley is the son
of Sam and Christine
Kelley and the grandson
Ronald L. Kelley
of Rollie and Lucille
.
Kelley,all of Murray.
They have three children
Kelley is married to — Christopher, 19; Jason,
Diana Clayton Kelley. 13; and Nathan,10.

Few State Companies
Have Women As Execs

high school last year in
order to benefit nure
students.
After the move, CCHS
was accepted by PicApex and now is one of 22
schools in Kentucky to
participate in the program. Nix said the company utilizes quality high
school business programs
across the nation to help
with its workload and
give students on-the-job
experience.
Besides working with
basic skills, such as typing and stenography, the
teacher said the students
"have to do research on
specific areas for
demographic studies using computer printouts
and statistical summaries."
In order to get a job
with the company, applicants are interviewed
by officials of FisherMice Toys, Inc., Peoples
Bank and the Calloway

County Board of Education. After being accepted. Nix said the
students get a chance to
bring all their skills
together to benefit
themselves and the company.
The course is designed
to place students in a
working environment.
Nix said they have to
meet company deadlines,
work with accuracy and
get along with each other.
While the teacher is the
office manager, she said
she appoints several
students to section head
positions to learn leadership and responsibility.
There are three sections
in the office — statistical,
information,services and
office services and information.
To make the students
feel employed, they even
get paid. The Bank of
Murray paychecks
received every two

weeks, however, are not
real. "We want to be
realistic but we don't
have the money," Nix
said with a smile. "But
they do enough work to be
used for dictation. Nix added that she hoped to obtain an offset printer and
entitled to a paycheck."
Besides having efficient workers, the school
has provided the model
office with all the equipment necessary to make
the business run
smoothly.
In addition to the IBM
Selectric typewriters,
Nix said the office is
equipped with an electric
typewriter with a computer memory, and
another computer which
can be programmed to do
word processing, accounts payable and
receivable, and inventory.
Other machines include
electronic printers.

display calculators.
duplicating machines and
a transcription machine
a photocopying machine
in the near future
The only thing the office needs but does not
have is a telephone
system. The teacher said
it would cost 85,000 to install one and the project
is another one of future.
plans for. the office. To
compenstate for the lack
of phones, South Central
Bell send out a teletramer
to the school, whichstudents use to learn how
to operate intricate phone
systems and also use
telephone etiqutte.
Nix said graduates of
this new course will be
qualified to go from high
school straight into the
business world
"Hopefully some will go
straight to work. anti
others will have the skills
to help them through college.''

Tax Guidelines Result In Employee Savings
only do businesses give
time off, but many
owners and managers
give gifts or bonuses to
clients and employees.
The Kentucky Society of
CPAs suggests that you
can save !Important tax
dollars if you understand
the guidelines for federal
tax deductions on those

gifts.
The annual ceiling on
deductions for business
gifts, CPAs say, is $25,per
recipient, not including
the price of monogramming or personalizing the
present, gift wrapping,
insurance, mail or
delivery — unless such
expense gdds value to the
gift.
CPAs note that your
gift to the spouse or family of a business associate
or employee is still
counted as a gift to the
person you deal with,
restaurants, attractions, unless you have a second,
airlines, bus companies, separate business relawater carriers, sightseeing services and other
travel industry suppliers.
Tour brokers and Allied
members attended a full
range of educational
Steven Farmer,
seminars and heard D.M.D., and Danny
Speakers from every sec- Luther, D.M.D., have
tor of the travel and combined their practices
tourism industry at con- at Farmer's present ofvention.
fice at 915 Coldwater Rd.
Specializing in family
This year's convention
marked the 30th anniver- dentistry, the office will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5
sary of NTBA.
p.m. Monday through
Saturday and until 9 p.m.
on Tuesday.
Patients should call for
appointments. The office
phone number is 753-9479.

Brandons Attend
NTBA Convention

Ronald Kelley

Elected Treasurer

The trip was sponsored
by Murray Rotary Club.
Chaperones were Mike
Overcast and Burt
Young.
Speakers at the con-
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208 F. Mai 753-3361
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years in the 1.; S. Anil
Luther started his practice this week_ Also a
University of Kentucky
School of Dentistry
graduate, Luther served
in an externstup underDr. Ronald Babb last
summer.
A 1972 graduate of Mur:
ray High School and a
1976 graduate of 'Aura)
State, Luther is married
to the former
\tor:
ris of Benton.

Dr. Dan M. Luther DMD
for the Practice of Family Dentistry
Murray, Ky.
15 Coldwater Rd.
Office Hours:
9-5
Mon.-Sat.
753-9479

SPOKE CONFERENCE — Attending the SPOKE Conference for the Calloway
County High School chapter of Future Business Leaders of America were (from
left) Steve Grace,Patrice Fleming, Terry Cain, Tim Stevens, Dannetta Morris,
Greg Hendricks and Mike Overcast,chaperone.
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t Congratulations
Big Savings on Gifts Nov.27-Dec.19
CO-OP Portable Oil-Fired Heater

Circular Sale
Items Still On Sale
Multi-Purpose
Titan Quartz
Col1753:0187
Grease
For Bulk Fertilizer • Electric Heater
ggc
:3795
753-1423

168"

a.

Murray Supply
Co.

Farmer opened his
practice in September
1980. His wife .Janet
works as office receptionist. They have three
boys and one girl.
A graduate of Murray
State University and the
,University of Kentucky.
School of Dentistry-;
Farmer is the grandson
of Bella and the late
Claude Farmer, Highway
94.
Farmer served three

is pleased to announce the
association of

Practical
Gift Suggestions
fly Item In The
Ace Hardware Dept.
With An Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

Some business gifts.
CPAs note, can ht.
deducted as either entertainment • expenses or
gifts. Liquor,food, tickets
to the theatre and sporting events fall into this
category. For example, if
you buy wine as a gift'for
business associates but
celebrate the holidays by
drinking it together, the
wine must count as an
entertainment expense.
on Which there is no limit.

Dr. Steven E. Farmer DMD

Attend Conference
ference, which promoted
free enterprise in
America, included Tommy Bell, retired National
Football League referee,
on "Instant Replay;"
Lauretta Harris,
newscaster, on "The
Newsroom Through The
Eyes of a Woman;" J.
Lewis Powell, nationalyknown speaker, on "The
Price Tag of Freedom;"
Roger Davis, actor, on
"Small Towns,Television
and Tall Buildings;" and
John L. "Jack"
Swergert, astronaut, on
"Beyond Zebra."

A similar situation exists when you give a gift
to a business associate
and a separate gift to the
company. If your
associate is an executive
and your company gift is
meant specifically for
this person, although it is
in the name of the company, the IRS still views
it as a gift to the pefson.
If, however, you give the

gift for the. general use of
'all employees, you are
entitled to a separ.ite
deduction.

Dentists Combine Practices

Calloway Students
Six members of the
Calloway County High
School chapter of Future
Business Leaders of
America recently attended SPOKE conference in
Louisville.
Students attending included Patrice Fleming,
Dannetta Morris, Tim
Stevens,Steve Grace and
Terry Cain.

tionship with the spouse
or family members. Only
people associated with
you professionally are entitled to tax-deductible
gifLs.

tior 4

eHoward and Ruth Brandon*
. .e.
Steven Farmer
Dan Luther
Ronald L. Kelley

Q
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MSU Begins Life Without Sleets

Greene Sounds Racer Alarm
Ron Greene has sounded the alarm that his
team better be ready for
a pivotal early season
test when Arkansas College provides the opposition tonight at Racer
Arena.
Murray State hopes to
rebound from Wednesday's 71-65 loss to
Southern Illinois while
Arkansas College is off to
an impressive beginning,
taking a final advantage
in six of its first seven
outings.
"It's an important
game, possibly a pivotal
point, for the early portion of our schedule,"
said Greene. "We have
back-to-back conference
games early in December
which means there is not
much more time to polish
your play."
Saturday's contest
takes on the "pivotal" tag
because the Racers will
be without standout
guard Lamont Sleets,
who reinjured a fiveweek old stress fracture
in his left foot during the
second half of the
Southern Illinois gam.
"You don't replace someone of his caliber,"
said Greene. "There are
just not many players

like him around. His loss
means we need a more
determined effort by
more people."
Sleets will be out for an
indefinite period of time
and Greene expects to
pair 6-3 Mike McDuffen
and 6-6 Glen Green in the
Racer backcourt to fill
the void.
"Right now we need to
learn to play more relaxed," noted Greene. "We
also need to do a better
job at recognizing offensive and defensive situa-

Lady Racers Stunned, 78-65

Practical
Gift Suggestions
Any Item In The
Ace Hardware Dept.
With An Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

25 0/0

•

Off
Now Until Christmas

Murray Supply
Co.
'fs

208 E. Main 753-3361

free throws).
The motivated Lakers
also held a big advantage
on the boards, taking
down 59 rebounds to
Fulton City's 23. Keith
Lovett, a, 6-2, 180-pound
junior forward took
charge of the game,racking up 19 points while hitting the boards for 14
caroms. He was not
alone, however, as three
of his teammates "also
scored in double digits.
Dan Key, the 6-1 senior

Take time to
check your
Holiday light bulbs and wiring before
you put them on the tree.
Replace broken bulbs and repair
frayed or exposed wiring. Then
enjoy a safe and happy Holiday Season.

Murray Electric
1v4
System
401 Olive St.

%$.

Murray High's basketball Tigers are still seeking their first notch in the
win column this season.
Monday night they
went to Paris, Tenn., and
came back emptyhanded. The story was
the same after the Tigers
traveled to Mayfield Friday night and returned
with a 62-46 disappointment.
A balanced scoring attack and a rigid man-toman defense by the Cardinals were responsible
for Murray's most recent
Murray got behind early in the gene, shooting
less than 30 percent from
the field in the first half to
the Cardinals' better than
50 percent accuracy.
Frankie Sanderson and
Jeff Flood were the high
men for Mayfield, scoring 17 and 16 points,
respectively. David
McMillen had 17 to lead
the Tigers.

A sellout crowd will be
in attendance at Notre
Dame's 11,343-seat
Athletic and Convocation
Center. The game will
also be televised live over
WPSD-TV (channel 6) in
Paducah with tip-off set
for 7 p.m.(central).

co-captain had 15 points, Monty Ray and Chris
while his fellow captain, Sheridan, who both
6-0 point guard Dan double duty as they saw
led
Miller,added 11 points.
their JV team to a 30-29
Perhaps the brightest squeaker over Fulton Cistar in the winning con- ty. Sheridan was the high
stellation was junior man in that game with 14
center Bryan Tebbetts, points, while Ray
had
who scored 14 points and three. Others who scored
ripped 21 rebounds in his in the contest include
first full-time assignment Frank Wise, 2, Richard
as the Laker big man.
Dowdy, 2, John Mark
Balancing out the scor- Potts, 2, J. W. Foster, 4,
ing were Jeff Butter- and Joe Dell Curd,3.
worth, nine points, and
Coach Nute was
Jeff Garrison and Craig understandably satisfi
ed
Darnell, who each added with his convincing varsieight. While the balanced ty victory to open the
attack was evidenced in season. "It was a good
the point totals, alitither team effort. We're ready
Statistic which signifies to play and we just want
the team effort was the 16 to take it from here."
assists credited to the Calloway's next contest
is
squad's effective passing Tuesday when the Lakers
game.
host district for Marshall
Don Hargrove,a defen- County. The girls teams
sive stalwart,also proved from both schools play
a key to the win, as did first at6:30p.m.

Tiger head coach Cary
Miller said after the
game the key to the contest was the first half, in
which he said his squad
played poor defense and
could not get the offense
started.
Mayfield's fifth-year
coach Roger Fields
agreed, saying the first
half was the "turning
point" because "we were
hitting everything and
they were cornered."
Dropping to a 37-21
deficit at halftime, the
Tigers once behind by 20
points, but surged late in
the game to cut the lead
to seven. Fields said the
comeback was a corn-

bination of his team's
lapse and a more aggressive Tiger squad.
"Murray's defense got
after us with more intensity late in the game," the
Cardinal coach said.
"And we weren't patient
enough and made some
bad mistakes."
Although they hit eight
of 13 foul shots,the Tigers
failed to convert on two
one-and-one foul situations during their comeback which gave the
Cards the new life they
needed to hang onto the
win. Despite the loss,
Murray shot almost 50
percent from the field in
the second half.
Much of the Cards'
defensive credit should
go to their center, Joe
Prince, whose 6-4, 240pound frame clogged up
the middle through the
game and held Tiger offensive ace Jim West to
only four first half points.
(Continued On Page 7)

HOBB

c DISCOUNT
SHOES

COLD
WEATHER'S
COMING. DON'T
GET BURNED.
Heating with wood can be dangerous.
So, check the area near your wood heater or
fireplace to make sure curtains and furniture
are a safe distance.away. Then install a smoke
detector.and.kaap An ABC .fir.9 extinguisher
nearby.
.
This winter, be warm, but be safe. •

Tv4.
murray.morfield

West Ky. Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.

NAME BROM FPI
SAMPLES AND FACTORY

BITUR N5

(Dexters, Connie, Fanfare, Naturalizer)
Men's
Ladies

Children's
$600

Acme FD Boots
Men's

Ladies

Children's

$35-$46 $30-$42 $14
First Quality Acme Boots

$5600
Mens find Ladies
1303 Chestnut

4

Coach Digger Phelps
boasts one of college
basketball's standout
guards in John Paxson,
who is averaging 23.0
points and hitting 64.5
percent of his field goals.

Murray Tigers Still Seek
Season's Initial Triumph

&MOW.

Making
a list.
checking
it twice

pressive in the SRI loss,
contributing 13 points and
four assists.
Murray State must also
face another serious opponent Monday night
when the Racers travel to
South Bend, Ind. to face
Notre Dame.
The Fighting Irish
downed St. Joseph's of Indiana, 82-52, in their
opener and lost Tuesday
at Indiana, 69-55. Notre
Dame faced nationally
ranked UCLA in a home
encounter earlier today.

Lakers Flood Fulton City,
Record First Victory,84-46

By JOHN SALERNO
-Staff Writer
A word to the wise —
don't even mention
Calloway County to a
Fulton City sports fan.
Just when the FC faithful
were trying to erase the
FIGHTING IRISH — Notre Dame,led by All Americ
a candidate John
memor
y of the Laker
Paxson (23) and coached by Richard `Digger' Phelps,
play host to Murray
football team and the
State Monday in the 11,345 seat ND Athletic and
CCHS basketball team
WPSD-TV Channel 6 in Paducah will broadcast theConvocation Center.
game live at 7 p.m.
came
to town and trounc(central).
ed Fulton City 84-46 Friday night.
"We opened up a pretty
good lead once we got the
press working," Laker
Coach Chic Nute said
after the game. In fact,
Murray State's Lady the Lady Bulldog Classic center. Dianne Oakley
day against Southeast Calloway's pressure
Racers dropped their se- in Starkviye, Miss.
defense caused 47 turpumped in nine and add- Louisiana.
cond contest of the
novers while the offense
Murrayan Mina Todd ed 12 rebounds.
Mississippi State out- shot
season, falling 78-65 to led the Lady Racers with
49 percent from the
Murray State plays
host Mississippi State in 16 points while junior the consolation game in rebounded the Lady floor (37-71) and 77 perto- Racers 46-26.
cent from the line (20-26
•

•N:

tions as they present
themselves. In terms of
Improvement, I believe
we made good progress in
shot selection and rebounding." •
Greene singled out 6-7
junior Ricky Hood as the
Racers "most consistent" performer through
three games. Hood is
averaging 14.3 points, hitting a torrid 71.4 percent
of his field goal attempts,
and 11.7 rebounds.
Junior inside player
Sammy Curran was im-

Across From Dixieland Center

•
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CFA-NCAA
Tv Battle

Springfield Will Sue If 'Birds Move
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
(AP) - Springfield will
go to court in an effort to
block the American
Association's Redbirds
baseball team from
moving to Louisville, Ky.,
Mayor Michael Houston
said Friday.
Houston, tight-lipped,
but obviously angered,
announced the city's
intentions one day after
its efforts to secure a
replacement for the
Redbirds fell through.
The Iowa Oaks of Des
Moines, Iowa were sold
Thursday to a local investment group there.
The city will file suit on
Monday against the Class

AAA Redbirds, owner A. (Springfield's) Larnphier
Ray Smith,the American Park," Houston said,
Association league and reading from a brief
league Presided Joseph statement.
Ryan,Houston said.
Houston made the anSpringfield contends nouncement after a
Smith owes the city closed-door session of the
$290,000-$50,000 a year five-member city council
for five years left of a six- and Springfield's legal
year lease agreement counsel.
He declined to say in
and 840,000 as his share of
which
court the suit
improvements to. the
stadium the team played would be filed, or to
answer reporters'
in since 1978.
questions.
"We'll be asking for inHouston said later in a
junctive relief to prevent phone interview,
any of the parties named however, that Smith's
.. from doing anything defense differed depenWhich would cause the ding on whether a potenhome games of the Spr- tial federal or state court
ingfield Redbirds to be fight was involved, and
played anywhere but that he didn't want to

alert Smith to the city's
strategy until Monday.
"What we're asking for
is specific performance,
that they play their
games id Springfield,"
Houston said.
Gyan was beaded 'for
Hollywood, Fla., and
winter baseball owners'
meetings and could not be
reached for comment.
Smith, who has had the
team's telephone disconnected, could not be
located for comment.
Smith announced in October that he was moving
his Triple-A farm team of
the St. Louis Cardinals to
Louisville, Ky., for the
1982 season.

His announcement
followed weeks of
speculation that the club
was moving and repeated
denials by Smith that
such a move was likely.
American Association
team owners voted 7-' on
Nov. 11 to ratify the move
after Houston lobbied unsuccessfully in person
against it. He succeeded,
though, in delaying the
vote by raising the threat
of legal action by Springfield against Smith.
Louisville promoters of
the move are trying to
raise privately $4.5
million to improve
Fairgrounds Stadium,
where the team would

play. So far, they have
raised about $2.8 million,
but feel confident they
can muster the rest and
finish inprovements by
the spring once the
dispute between Springfield and Smith is
resolved.
Springfield had delayed
deciding what to do with
Smith while a local group
of investors negotiated to
buy the Iowa Oaks for
$600,00 O. But Ray
Johnston, owner of the
Chicago Cubs' Triple-A
farm club, announced
Thursday he was selling
the team to a Des Moines,
Iowa group headed by
realtor Ken Grandquist.

Allen, McMahon, Walker
Lead Heisman Hopefuls
NEW YORK (AP) Southern California running back Marcus Allen
has the inside track on
the Heisman Trophy, according to one of his chief
competitors.
"If I was to pick, I'd
say he was the leading
candidate right now,"
says Jim McMahon,
himself a record breaking quarterback
from Brigham Young.
Allen, McMahon and
Georgia halfback
Herschel Walker were
among the leading candidates for the 47th
Heisman, which will be
awarded tonight to
recognize the best college
football player in the nation this season.

Cornell
Elected
By NCAA

EYES HAVE IT - Murray High's Jim West maintains a close watch on the
ball as he sets to receive a pass. West and his Tiger teammates will be performing in the 5:30 p.m. game tonight preceding the Murray State-Arkansas College
matchup(7:30)in Racer Arena. MRS will host Heath in the night's opener.

Sports At A Glance
Hazard Mebane'
M.C. Napier $4, Knott Central 54
Leslie Co.56,Lee Co. 41
NortheastEy.Conference
Riceland 41, Paintrille 52
Powell Cu.Invitational
MsllInsI7, Owsley Co.$6.
Powell Co.75, Estill Co.09

Governor's Classic
First Round
Trenton St. 67, Adelphi 64
Rider 13, Kings Point 50
Jamas Madison Invitational
First Round
James Madcson 59. Bucknell 43
Friday Games
Vermont 75, Drexel 74
Boys
southeastern Kentucky Conference
Maria Invitational
Adairville 71,Chandler'62
Clay County 72,Bell County 47
Round
First
Allen Co.Is,AdairCo.53
Fairleigh Dickinson 71, Manhattan 69
Anderson Co.47,Eminence 450?
Girls
HarlotIS,West Chester St. N,OT
Ballard Memorial 10,Hickman Co.57
AdairribM, Chandlers,'
McDonald's Classic
Beechwood 54, Newport 51
Bailin East 73,Spencer Co. 16
Rand
Font
Betsy Layne 81, Wheelwright 52
Carrot!CO. 74. Trimble Co.51
Cincinnati 73,Pepperdine 72
Bourbon Co.94, Nicholas Co.66
Casey Co.41, Garrard Co. 46
Wichita
S.100, District of Columbia 76
Boyd C,o. 16, Russell Ca 67
Edmonme Co.51, Auburn 50
Show-iie Chunk ,
Boyle Co.71, Washington Co.62
•
Fordsville 17,Potter Christian 16
First Rama
Breckinridge Co.65, Whitesville Trinity 54
Henderson Co. 42,Owensboro 34
Wyoming 73, Canistus 40 •
Ky. Country Day 46,Ky. Deaf 31
MWouri 87,East Carolina 55
Bockhorn 71, Riverside Christian 13
Lewisburg 56,Univ. Heights 35
Spider Classic
Botha Central 58,Oldham Co.52
Lone Oak 73,Reidland 61
First Rant
Caldwell Co.59,/tontine& 40
Lou. Ballard 66,Lott Male 48
Richmond 67,Loyola, Md.55
Calloway Co.84, Futton City 46
Lou,
Butler
18,
Lou,
Dom
56
Lafayette 66, Columbia 60,01
Campbell Co.13, Covington Holmes 116
Lou. Eastern 72,Lou. Fern Creek 42
Invitational
Staub:al
Campbellsville 67, Bardstown 50
Law Holy Rosary 5t Lou.Sacred Heart 48
Carroll Co. 75,Trimble Co. 42
First Round
Central City 60, Butler Co.55
Stanford 78,Furman 74
Lou. Mercy 72,Lou. Valley n
Clarksville, Tenn.,NE 39,Olmstead 35
Penn 70, Loyola, Calif. 69
Lou. Moore 71,Lou.Seneca 42
Cloverport 65, Muhlenberg Central63
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 44, Lou, Central 44 Wady's Clank
Covington Holy Crofsilk Augusta 59
First Round
Dimon Springs*,Providence 41
Louisville 56, Ttilane 54
Lou.Shawnee 44, Lou, Angela Merici 41
Dixie Heights 70,Dayton 39
WiCaducky 10, New Hampshire 52
Lou. Southern 75, Lou. Iroquois33
Elizabethtown 44,LaRue Co.43
Miscasts InviNtional
Lou. Waggoner 61,Lou. Atherton 53
Elkhorn City 68,Johns Creek 15
First Round
Lou. Western 42,Loa. Fairdale 32
Erlanger Lloyd 13,Boone Co.58
Ohio
U.68, Wis,Green Bay 57
Meade Co.32,East Hardin M
Erianger St. Henry 76,Silver Grove 62
111.-ChiCircle 74, Wisconsin 66
0Mo Co.56,Graysoe Co.21
Fordeville 10,Potter Christian 56
Oneida 71,Lou. Ninth Si031
Garrard Co. 37, Casey Co.34
Warren Central 58, Monticello 45
Glasgow 56, Tompkinsville 54
West Hardin 45,Fort Knox N OT
Harrodsburg 64,Lincoln Co. 51
Whitley Co.56,Ben Co.25
Heath 42,Paducah R. Mary 36
Touraisneab
Hughes-Kirk 73,Bremen SI
National Foothill League
a
lty
rt Omit
Jackson Co.63, Letcher County 54
Waters Hills 51,Corbin 49
American Conference.
Jeffersonville, Did. 79, Lou.St. Xavier 47
Eastern Division
Ky. Country Day45,Ky.Deaf 61
W L T PT PA Pct
Laurel Co. 74, Berea 56
8 4
1 288 248 654
Muni
Lei. Catholic 63, Maysville 53
1 VI-244
8 4
N.Y. Jets
Let. Henry Clay U,Somerset 41
1 5 0 258 223 61,
Buffalo
Lei.Tate Creek 79,Greertigi Co.32
2 11 0 277 304 1St
New Enghol
Livingston Central 7l,Crittenden Co. N
1 12 0 NA 437 477
Bathroom
Lone Oak 63; Reidland 52
Central DOWN
Lou. Beth Haven 57. Christian Academy 47
Cincinnati
10 3 0 371 245 769
II 5 0 299 229 615
Pittsburgh
EAST
Lou. DeSalesN, Lou. Shawnee 50
0 254 307 429
6
Houston
Clark 91, Nichols 11
Lou. Doss 52, Lou. Butler 47
5
9 0 242 319 357
Cleveland
Loyd/
N,
Army
$4
Lou. Eastern 74, Lou. Fern Creek 72
western Division
Setae Hall V,Houston 15,01
Lou. Evangel 74,St. Francis 23
8 5 0 256 221 615
Denvee
Vitiation 17,Babas CoD. 7$
Lou. Fairdale 61, Lou. Western 44
1 5 0 313 251 615
Kansas
City
SOUTH
Lou. kapott10,Lou.Southern 47
I 5 0 404 33 615
San Diego
Campbell 57, Towson St. 51
Lou. Male 53, Lou. Bollard*
6' 7 0 227 170 *2
Oildwad
Gear& 62,Georgia Tech 61
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 47, Lou. Central 44
4
241 VI 348
Seattle
Ky.Wesleyan 100,Kentucky St. 92
National
Ceeterence
N.C.Wilniington 56, Baltimore 51
Lou.Seneca 83,Lom,Moore 67
Eastern
Pekin
S.Carohna St. 81, Md.-E.Shore N
Lai. Valley 64, Lou. llbhoçi David 56
11 3 0 249 241 769
Dabs
Southern U.91, Bethane-Cookman 71
Lou. Waggener 56, Lou. Atherton 53
rtilleikiptes 9 4 0 307 185 692
US.International II,Jadison St. 56
Lowe,54, Carlisle Co. M
Ghosts
6 7 0 252 230 462
N./.
Virginia
St. Mt Morgan St 79
Hickson Central 73, Richmond Madison 51
6 7 0275347 462
R. Lamb
inowcsr
Washington
5 0 0 264 315 3/5
Mirineriota 11, Loyda, M $O
Marion Co.13,Green Co. 7420?
Central
Division
SOUTHWEST
Marshall Co. 72,Fulton Co.53
7 4 0 318 264 538
Detroit
Ogal Roberta 81,Colorado St. 48
Mason Co. N.Harrison Co. 42
I
0303 304 535
7
Minnesota
FAR WEST
Mayfield 62, MorrayIN
Tampa Bay
7 6 0 241 201 538
Oklahoma City 73. Washington St N
McCreary Central 57, Danville 43
7
6
0 255 3011 462
Bay
Green
Oregon Si 56, Brigham Young 44
McLean Co. 57, Madisonville 56
3 10 0 1115 215 231
Chicago
Son Diego 75, Rase St. 61
Meade Co 41, East Hardin 40
Wester@ DMI1110111
San Francisco 72,Calderon"64
Montgomery Co 44, Paris 43
!San Prnes 10 3 0 217 724 769
Santa Clara MI, Nev.-Reno $7
Monticello 50. Pulaski Co 43
7 4 0 351 710 531
Atlanta
Mullins 17, Owsley Co 86
Seattle Pacific 71, Whitworth 52
288 295 315
5 t
Los Angles
Newport Catholic 56. Simon Kenton $2
Southern Cal 10, New Mesita 71
4 9 0 166 292 3011
New Orlens
r melds 73, Lou Ninth &065
S Color/idea, N Coated° 79
litho,hell dm Isom btk
twensbori 51, Henderson Co 51 •
TOU1174AMENTS
Thursday's Game
livwilvern co 72, Bra,k en Co 41
Corner assile
llawston 17. Cleveland 13
Pikesibe 66,1lerning.Neon $2 First bond
Sunday's Games
Russet/elite 72, ranklin-Simpson es,417
Syracuse IN,Cast Michigan N
Detroit at Green Ray
Sedalia 14, Farmington 66
Jeneph's,Pa 73. N Teas.* St•
at NY Giants,
Angeles
in
%pen
%Hitt l'ant
Charlwitats WINN Tanury
Memessta at Chicago
tinpv 11.4456,40. Lewisham 56
First Read
at Mum
New
Fartiand
Warren('vntral$l. Wayne County NI
W V irginia Tech 71. Fairmont St N
New Orleans at St lams
Warren Vast 74, sevrna 44
W Virginia St n. 11 off harleWan 62
Philadelphia at Wathingt'un
West
Fort Oven 46
Fiesta Clank
Son Franriw-o at Use innati
Wing" N.Synisonia 57
First Ream.
Dabs
at Ratliff/ore
Woodford 4:4 $2, Men,' 'o 17
'Vanderbilt 72, Long Reach M 74
fluffalo at San Diego
gnome SI 14. New Meson M 74
Abrila at Tarnpi Ray
Mae& Fair Tourney
Kaman city at licarrY
Capital(Try(lair
NY Jet. at Seattle
Virgo ;7 Loo-,1.1/o4.0:48owit 47
lorela Si M. Jsckwuvdh'42.IVt
Monday. Dec 7
II 4,I. ranalln i 0 17
:••
Void.'A 1.}oiola
.1

High School
Basketball

Pro Football

Canli

College

-

Basketball

.
5

Murray State cross
country coach Bill Cornell has been named to
represent the NCAA
District III Cross Country
Coaches Association.
Cornell, whose 1981
squad won the Ohio
Valley Conference title
and earned him the OVC
Coach of the Year award
as well, will represent 64
teams in District 3 and
will be responsible for
providing input from the
district to the NCAA.
Cornell received the
honor during the recent
national cross country
convention elections.
The MSU coach has
produced three all
American runners including Chris Bunyan, a
sophomore on this year's
squad. Cornell has coached at MSU for 14 years in
cross country and indoor
and, outdoor track and
field.
.
.„„oo101

While Walker disagrees
with McMahon's assessment of the situation ("I
think I'd choose myself,"
he said), Allen seems to
be the most likely candidate for the award,considering his nonpareil
season in the Southern
Cal backfield.
Allen, another in a host
of fine Trojan running
backs, eclipsed the
accomplishments of them
all by rushing for 2,342
yards in 1 1
regular-season games the fir§t player in college
history to rush for more
than 2,000 yards in a
season. •
He also led the nation in
touchdowns with 23, but
despite these
accomplishments was
L;isappointed with the
season.
"1 had a great year, actually, .but it was disappointing b e_c wise we
didn't go to the Rose
Bowl," says Allen. "That
was my main goal."
The Trojans, despite
Allen's fine season, lost
the Pacific-10 title to
Washington this year and
will play in the Fiesta
Bowl against Penn State.
Aliens' "secondary"
goal" is still in sight,
though.
"I think it's still up in
the air," he says of the

1101)'
LACOSTE

Postponed
ST. LOUIS tAP)- The
nation's major football
colleges pared their
membership by approximately 40 schools Friday, but the explosive
battle over TV property
rights was put off until
next month.
However, immediately
following the windup of a
special two-day NCAA
con4ntion. there was
grumbling from the bigtime College Football
Association - that its 61.
members had not really
made any inroads toward
their longtime goal of being able to control their
common interests.

Shortly .after such
groups as the Southern
and Southland conferences and the Ivy
League -- and perhaps
Heisman Trophy, "and the Mid-American and
I'm just hoping I can win, Missouri Valley
that all."
conferences as well -McMahon set an NCAA
record for career passing were kicked downstairs
yardage with 9,535. He from the Division I-A 4137
completed 272 of 423 members in 1981 Ito 1-AA
passes for 3,555 yards this (SO), several presidents
year and 30 touchdowns, of CFA institutions
despite sitting out two reacted angrily with
The issue of TV propergames with injuries.
threats of continuing the ty rights was sucessfull
"I hope I can still do it, NCAA-CFA war.
tabled until next month's
but I don't think so right
regular etHI1/441$40/1 iii
now," said McMahon of
"We got the weakest
the Heisman Trophy. restructuring proposal of Houston when NCAA
-I've Seen Marcus play the whole lot," William S. President James Frank
and, along with Walker, Banowsky, president of ruled out of order an
amendment to aarify
they've made a name for
themselves. Marcus had the University of those rights. His ruling
Oklahoma,told a meeting
a really good year."
was challenged, but evenWalker thinks he had a of CFA members. He said tually upheld by the
pretty good year, too, it was obvious that "our delegates.
rushing for 1,666 yards best interests are not the
going into today's best interests of most
It was not clear exactl regular-season - finale ( NCAA institutions.
how many schools would
against Georgia Tech. He
Banowsky urged the
was third in last year's CFA to formalize a $180 be dropped from Division
I-A to FAA by Friday's
balloting as a freshman.
-I think I should win million four-year legislation, but the Ivy
it," says Walker. "I have contract it ratified League, Southern anti
a lot of Confidence in several months ago with Southland Conferences
myself. I'm not trying to NBC to televise its seemed to certain to be
say it in a cocky attitude, members' fpotba.11 among the casualties.
but I'm just saying I had games.
Byers estimated
a good year last year and' The NCAA, which would be
cut from 137
an even better season this claims control over TV
schools to between 91-94,
year."
The recipient of the rights and has been taken but other guesses went as.
Heisman, considered the to court over the issue by high as 102.
Anywhere in that
most prestigious of all Oklahoma; Georgia and
college football aviards, Texas, has signed a $283.5 range, howeVer. is more
will be named at the million two-network 'pact than the CFA had hoped
Downtown Athletic Club with ABC. and CBS for for.
of New York.
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Steele Allbritten is having a
Tappan Microwave
Corcooking
School This
Thursday & Friday
Watch Tuesday's Paper
For Details & Specials

Shirts-BeltsWallets-Jackets
at

Vurkingilam &ag,fitb.
Dixieland Center
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

c7LiorriL
GC(LIE

-_-14orrif

Tigers

LI .1

(Continued From Page 6)
West ended up with 11 for
the contest.
Miller said he is confident the Tigers will start
winning once they get
some experience. He
pointed out the Cards are
defending regional champions and added, "it's
hard to go on the road and
play the way we'd really
like to this early in the
season." Murray's third
game of the season will
be today against Heath at
5:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.

En oy a

visit in your

(One
.
aq9k

new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
Quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for'
more gifts from civic minded businesses. That's what
my visit is all about - and it's free
A WELCOME WAGON call IS easy to arrange and is
such • special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
Miliaria' Outland 753-307

Any Item In The With An Ace Hardeware
With A Ace Hardware
Sticker Is
25 CYO on
Now Until Christmas

Murray Supply
Co.
7Ol klein 753-3361
- •

79 Regency Coape
Well egUipped, including moon roof

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

753-2617

Hostesses
Eageborg King (Asst.)492-11341--Miry Hamilton (Asst) 753-5570

Practical
Gift Suggestions
-

1982-85.
The CFA has until Dec
14 to sign the contract,
which NCAA Executive
Director Walter Byers
claims is unenforceable,
and Banowsky said that
"now is the time to attempt to exercise our
fundemental property
rights."
He said Oklahoma
would sign the NBC contract if nine other CFA
members joined it, provided one was a felloW
Big Eight Conference
school and another was
Texas. Ronald M. Brown,
a Texas vice president,
said his school would go
along. "The -CFA is our
authorized negotiating
agent," he said.
Chuck Neinas. CFA executive director, said
forms would be mailed
Saturday to CFA
members - all major
football schools minus the
Big Ten and Pacific-lo
conferences - for their
final decision on the NB(
contract.

GIEMERAL MOTORS PANTS MUM

Chevrolet

Chevrolet

ANTIQUES & COLLECTABLES

0-0

•

Jan Seargent would like to
announce the opening of

MAINSTREET HOUSE
Featuring antiques, handmade items and

collectahles
Come in Saturday Dec 5,1981,930 am to 200 pm
for tea or coffee and visit with Jan She would like you
to see some of the Christmas decorations especiaily
mode for this opening dote

Monday through Friday 9 5 Saturdav,9 to 4 •$uncloy I to 5
Located in some buildrng with
F T Sargeont mid Associates. Land Surveyors, Parking in

rear

MAINSTREET HOUSE
Munroy,

602 Main Street

Ky.
11.
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The Saving Place ®
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K martt ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our tem intention is to have every advise.-

PRICEBREAKERS

ksed item in stock on our shelves. It an
advertised dem is not available for purchase due to any unloreseon reason.
K man will issue a Rain Check on request
tor the merchandise (one item or reason*We family quantity)to be purchased at the
sate price whenever availabte or will sell
you a comparable quality dem al a corripa
rable reduction in price
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pants For

Misses
Tailored Cash-.
ion pants of
stretch P°1\/:,
ester. Belteu
or zip front

Gabriel
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Preschooler's Love The Sesame Sheer Garage
Filler up! Kids love to make this toteable, 17-piece play garage work
just like a real one. Comes with a put-together, take-apart car,
. wrench with 2 attachments,gas pumps and more. Take it anywhwe.

Coleco Bowlotronic
You electronically control boll direction, curve, speed. Great
. for all•ages.

—
C.L(nickereoci
Z

Children's Sewing
Machine
9" long,
battery' operated. A
Child will love
•ricirmnin not included learn' g. Nice.

Each

With
10-0z.
Coke'

Playskool • "Tyke Bike"

Guzzlers' Car Collection

Tot's first bike. Chrome-plated
handlebards, contour seat. more

Water turns them on' Choose
Porsche, Vette, many more

Each

"Wild Mountain" Set
Stomper`m4x4's with 4-wheel drive
power, headlights. Climbs obstacles.

Sesame Street Figures
Articulated figures kids will
love. Outfits to dress, undress.

AFTER HOURS
CHRISTMAS SALE
Sunday Night December 6
5 To 8 P.M.
Clue'
Continuous Blue Light Specials
5 Drawings For Door Prizes
QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
Schauer
Detective Game
The classic mystery game is.
a family favorite. Great gift.

Each
Play-Doh° Action Silts
Choose Strawberry ShortcakrEPA'
or The Empire Strikes Backui.
Ameocon Greeting Corp.

SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
Tasty Veal Pattie
Dinner
Tender Veal pottie,
creamy
whipped potatoes, hot
brown
gravy, buttered
vegetables,
II and butter.

INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE

Our Reg. 29.88

t ornitoll 3 Month too
Rephte•mont.
49, 411th Month
Pr OOOOO Athustontnt
Inlet ronty '

T

With Exchcinge
Our Reg. 58.88
Attaches To Turn Signal

TV
Special
Thru
Dec. 12
RAY 0VAC

Save .22
Our Reg. 84.88

area
Save
Light up 360°
batteries'
tour 6-volt,0.6.0
•ifromn., o1 tr

Our Reg. 53.97
P165/80R13
Plus F.E.T. 1.73
Mounting Included • No Trade-In Required
All Tires Plus F.E.T.

Electronic Cruise Control
Fits many U.S., import cars

Larger Sizes Comparably Priced

coprigh, mei by Kmari Corponman

T'

SL "

Alignment Available

KM Radial 225 — Steel-beited Radial

Our Reg.
29.97
697

Ftuorescent Lantern
Uses

Our Reg.9.88

Electronic

SERVICES INCLUDE:
Oil change(up ter(h.
K mod" 10W40 motor
on)
2 Instal 1 K mart* brand
05 Met
3 Chassis iubricatian (litarcs exho)
Lame is.C-tottOd
Addition°,tenttCOSO.O0

Sale Price

Krnarr Oil, Lithe
And Filter Special
Professional service for'
many cars, light trucks.
micsik,noi ports or services we entre

ace*

_.„
It

Fins lik Feathers
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WHAM OUTDOORSBY Wade

'Deer
Hunters

For a while, it looked
hie lunch would be a cold
bologna sandwich. The
wind was warm, the sky
was void of ducks,and we
had nothing for the
skillet, flour and grease
stacked on the shelf of the
blind.
Jack and Philip Baugh,
Fred Wachs and Bob
Milward all had their
hearts(and artetites)set
on hot malld breast
sandwiches. That's what
you get when you down a
couple of ducks,fillet and
slice the breast meat,and
fry until they're crispy
brown. Then slap them
between bread, squirt in
John David Morgan,10a little mustard, and
year-old son of Mr. and
you've got a meal that
Mrs. John L Morgan,
defies description.
killed his first deer at the
DAYS RILL — Robert Walker (above), along with his uncle Buddy Turner, These four Lexington
Land Between the Lakes
on Nov. 20th. The deer harvested twin deer Nov. 24 at Land Between the Lc.k. es. Using a 30-06, the spike hunters had joined me in
weighed 97 pounds field bucks were killed less than 30 minutes after the hunters checked in the station. The my Barkley Lake "duck
palace" for some opening
deer weighed 53 the.each field dressed.
dressed.
week action. The only
trouble was, birds were
scarce and the only real
action came when the
wind started blowing my
goosecShelLs over. The
skies were empty. The
temperature was shirtsleeve warm, and it looked like our fried,duck
sandwiches would go begging.
November had been
unusually warm, and this
caused a delay in the
waterfowl migration.
Birds that should have
been in Kentucky were
still in the Dakotas and
Minnesota.
The north-central
Jimmy Gentry, Rt. 4 Murray, kill
states are finally getting
point,110 pound deer in Calloway County.
bombed by snow and cold
temperatures,
and this
doe
killed
an
00-pound
DOE — Tony Knight, 12,
should mean better hunNov.16 in Graves County.
ting when the duck
season reopens Dec. 10.
The first part of the split
season ended Nov.28.)
But that didn't help our
situation. We wanted at
least two mallards for
sandwich fixins', and the
prospects were none too
bright. Our best chance
should have been right at
dawn when shooting
hours started, but we
drew a blank even then.
We'd had a couple of
chances, but early season
ducks are spooky by
nature. Two small flights
had sailed over the
decoys, and one group
GETS TWO DEER — Roscoe Stubblefield, 508 A THREE-POINT BUCK — Mark Hendon,20,killed
looked
like they were goin
Nov.
14
90
pounds
weighing
North First Street, killed two deer in November.
a three-point buck
ing to get downright
Graves County.
The first,top photo, was a button'spike, weighing 70
sociable. But when it
pounds, in Graves County, Nov. 16 and the second,
came time for them to
was a 10 pointer, weighing 124 pounds,in Land Betstick their feet out and
ween the Lakes,Nov.24.
land, they drifted downwind and never turned
back.
Old Luther was asleep on
the dog ramp. I call him
"Old" Luther in spite of
his young age of three
years. Many dogs are
called "Old" Spot or
"Old" Rover out of affection. I call Luther "Old"
because that's the way he
acts.
Labrador retrievers
generally get excited
about duck hunting when
they learn what the process is all about. They'll
sit on ramps in front of
EIGHT-POINT BUCK — Billy Barnett, Rt.
the blind and scan the
Hazel, killed an eight-point buck weighing 160
skies all day. But not Old
pounds Nov. 7south of Craig's Road.Barnett used a
Luther. When he hits the
30.06 rifle.
ramp he also hits the

Philip Baugh stirs the duck gravy while sharing a laugh with other hunters.
Slow shooting during opening week required imagination to fill the hours between the action.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
reclining position, and been there" with Mr.
The birds veered 'off
the lights go out. He may Wachs. He was in once, but a plaintiff call
raise his head and look Southeast Asia during steered them back in
toward the decoys when World War II, and I was front of the blind. Three
the guns start going off, there during the Viet were out in front of the
but then again he may Nam War. He was in the other two as they glided
not. One hunter sug- infantry, during the into range. "Shoot!" I
gested I give him "puppy 'Philippini.campaign,and commanded, and shoot
uppers."
he helped liberate Clark theydid. When the smoke
Less fortunate than Field. The only action I and feathers cleared, all
Luther, I had to think up saw at Clark Air Force three birds were on the
various ploys for enter- Base was on the golf water.
taining my guests on a course.
So this story has a hapvery slow day. The
py
ending. Action on this
We talked state and naBaughs and Fred Wachs
day
was terribly slow, but
had shared a blind with tional politics. We settled not so much so to deny us
me before, and we've en- all foreir policy issues. our hot duck breast sandjoyed some pretty gtod Jack Baugh and I, both wiches. Happiness is releshooting. All four men former pilots, relived vant to the particulars of
are hunters • who knew many old moments of ex- the place and moment.
that some days are just hileration and-terror, the When the duck slivers
like this, but that didn't types those tied to the were done and served up,
keep me from wishing ground can never know.
they were as delicious as
they had something more
The conversation was prime sirloins from the
exciting to do than listen lagging, and the Lex- Cattleman's Club. The
to Luther snore.
ington hunters were star- thick, salty duck gravy on
"Let's pop some pop- ting to slump quietly back toast was a fitting
corn," I suggested, and into the couch ( who said dessert.
the idea met with duck hunting had to be
So went those opening
unanimous approval. I miserable) when I saw days of duck seasqn.
reached down into my them. Five mallards with Shooting was 'sporadic
grocery box, pulled out stiff wings, floating but it was still good to be
the Orville Redenbocker gracefully down to our In the old clothes and in
and oil and poured a slug spread. "Ducks! Get old, familiar places with
of each into a large ready!" I whispered in good friends. That's realsaucepan. Then I struck a alarm, arid it didn't take ly what hunting is. Pullmatch to one of the anybody long to sluff his ing the trigger is seconburners on the propane drowsiness.
dary.
stove, adjusted the hissing blue flame and commenced to cook. When the
first kernal popped, I
sealed the top of the pan
with a foil cover.
The popcorn hit the
spot and was a good
diversion from the empty
skis. But there was more
method to this madness.
Other than the standard
ways, there are other
tricks to get ducks over
ALLEN McCOY'S pack of beagles and four
the decoys. One is to go to
hunters
had a successful hunt recently. Jerry Mcthe bathroom. Another is
Coy and Jerry Shelton (kneeling) and Bill Shelton
to climb up on the roof to
and Mike Shelton (standing) had a very successful
adjust the camoflauge. A
morning hunt during Thanksgiving week-end, bagthird is to stuff in a
ing a limit of sixteen rabbits. The hunters reported
mouthful of food, like
popcorn or candy, a large population of rabtrits this year.
something gooey that'll
plug a duck call in short
order. This time,
however, the old "stuff
your mouth with food"
trick didn't work. The only thing it accomplished
was to wake up Old
Luther, who smelled the
popcorn 'and started
whining his desire to
come into the blind to get
his share. Hold the salt,
please.
After the popcorn it
Hwy.641 North
7'J:1-4;448
was time to play "I've

Cain's AMC,Jeep

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1956• 15 Years 01 Dependable Service

A ,Tetu

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat'?
.Featuring
•B•ass Hawk Boats.j C•
Pontoons
•Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky 753-4111

FIVIIIRUDF

I.

R.R. 2 Buchonon, Tenn..(901)232-8221

11
111°
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plata-Murray, Ky.

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

•Roofing
*Storm Windows b Door.

Free Estimates Call

436-2802

090

MOff.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

Complete lirf1. of visning ana Sporting F:CltoPment

Boat, Motor,Pontoon Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
502 1 474-2245 or 474-2211, ell
•

am\

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. • 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

S Boa 70S9 PAt0,4,

Kenlake Marina

Where "Service Is Our Business

;jia

•Cover AI Nindows

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

641 Super Shell
err

FuNy Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quakty Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Coins, Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Ilaver Paint Again
*Conddista Remo/Wong
Ws Build Cupboards To Frt

Bourne

171

Phone 753-8322

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
•Tires, Wheels 8, Accessories
Car, Truck Tractor Tires
Rood and Field Servicev
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
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Privacy Of School Files Upheld

Madrigal
Dinner
Scheduled
Plans have been completed for the third annual Yuletide Songe
Feaste madrigal dinner
at Calloway County High
School.
Music will be presented
by the school's chorus
under the direction of
Lavaughn R. Wells on
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday Dec. 10-12 in the
school cafeteria. Doors
will open at 6:30 each
evening with dinner to
begin at 7.
Dinner guests will be
entertained in a fifteenth
century Elizabethan atmosphere with lords,
ladies, king, queen,
jester, minstrels, musicians, beggars, servants
and pages in authentic
costumes. Festivities will
include a Christmas dinner, music, magic comedy and merriment in a
candlelit hall decorated
with banners and accented with pine and holly.
Brass fanfares will announce the wassail bowl,
boars head, flaming
desert and concert.
Tickets are by reservation only.

ELIZABETHAN CHRISTMAS- The king and his court are preparing for a
festive Christmas dinner and performance at Calloway County High School.
From left are Lord Tim McCoy; Lady Lisa Oswalt, Lady Claressa Thorn, King
Leland Steely, Queen Teresa Jones, Lord Mark Willie, Lady Lisa Allen, Lord
Michael Bell and front Jester David Martin.

Enrollment Increase Reported
Undergraduate enrollment has shown the
greatest increase, 34 percent in the same two-year
period, he added.
Eldredge said business

Enrollment in the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray
State University has increased by 24 percent in a
two-year period, according to Dr. David L.
Eldredge,dean.
Total enrollment of
both graduate and
undergraduate students
in the college for the fall
1981 semester is 2,060,
compared with 1,659 for
the fall of 1979, Eldredge
said.

school enrollments
across the nation have
also increased and that
studentkat Murray State
appear to be following the
trend.

THE ACES®IRA
"Everything is sweetened

by risk." - Alexander
Smith.

G. CORN,JR.

NORTH
•J 9
K J 109

12-5-A

.743
49 6 4 2

WEST
Declarer took some risk •10 2
when he jumped all the way •6 5 3
to game over East's opening •QJ965
K 53
bid. Unfortunately, he failed

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
5 Do over
ACROSS
1 Report
6 Gems
6 Strong
7 Near
8 Tennis stroke
winds
11 Grumble
9 Geraint's
wife
12 Made
'amends
10 Staid
14 King of
11 Wanders,
13 Erased, in
Bashan
printing
15 Of the moon
16 Ventilates
17 Dwell
19 Fruit cakes
18 Skill
20 Paris's river 21 Growing out
of
22 Pigeon pea
24 Of the
23 Average
Vikings
25 Singing
26 Grin
birds
27 Tellurium
29 Docks
31 Prim one
Symbol
33 Suggest
28 Sharpen
30 Branded
35 Curtain
36 Pledge
32 Journey
37'Ivan or Peter
34 Mix
39 Dares
35 Dinner
course
38-Avoid
41 MD's aide
42Womaway
44 Paradise
45 Time gone by
47 Extra
49 Newt
50 Senate
employee
52 Pope's veil
54 That is: Abbr.
55 Herons
57 Smaller
59 Weird
60 Kilns
DOWN
1 Rue
2 Above
3 Wire
measure
4 Burden

EAST
•4 3
•A Q 8 7 4 2
•K 10
4AQ7

SOUTH
to take a smaller risk in the
•AKQ8765
play and he lost his game as
a consequence.
•A 8 2
Declarer ruffed East's
*kJ 108
heart queen and saw no
hope So he played. off all
Vulnerable. Both Dealer'
but two trumps. forcing the East. The bidding:
defenders to make three
discards, while hoping for East South West North
446
IMP
All
some.miracle or a horrible
pass
defensive miscue. The
defenders had a few probOpening lead: Heart six
lems with their discards and
the net result was down two
- an atrocious result on a ers to play like idiots When
hand that should have been it's sweeter to find the winname
40 Stage
51 Without end, made.
direction
ning play?
After ruffing.East's heart
to Poe
43 Poetry muse
lead
should
grad
declarer
USNA
53
queen.
46 Fairy tale
Bid with Corn
56 Scale note
character
a trump and finesse to
48 Lamb's pen 58 So be dummy's nine. Had this lost South holds
12-5-B
a trick to East's 10. the pen443
alty would have been 300
•A Q 8 7 4 2
instead of 200. Surely the
* K 10
100 point risk was worth the
4AQ7
potential gain from creating
an extra entry to dummy'
When dummy's trump South North
11
2,
nine holds, dummy leads a l•
heart honor past East and ^
ruffs out East's ace (if East
doesn't cover,- declarer ANSWER: Four hearts. May
discards). This establishes or may not make, but the
two hearts in dummy while chances are good for South's
dummy's spade jack pro- side.
vides the entry and declarer
to The Aces.
enjoys 10 tricks plus game Send bridge questions
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
and rubber.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Why count on the defend- for reply

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
DUOU CUU UMU
UMW MOO =MU
011[10 EMU MUO
MIUMMOU BUOIMUM
UM LIM
MUDD OKIOULIO
MU
13j
EIKIIMUULI 11;1121110U
CUM UUM
UUMOMO 110UUDGI
00120 000 MUM
UMUU UBE UMW
DUOU 00U UMW

WWWWW WWWW
WM= INIMMEN
MIME WM=
WNW WEIMMW WEE
MOM WIIIMMW WM
6111MEW WIIIMMUM
MIMI WM=
WWMOIMMW
WEMMW
WNW WEMMW WEN

•uwWM

AlUMWM MUM=
WM. WM=

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT...
ALLTHOSE LITTLE B1J65
LINO UP TO TALK
TO "SANTA BU6"

5U65! YEACI-I!

5ORRte,

TOO MANY ARE LISTENING IN
(IRMA, BE VERY
CAREFUL WHAT'
YOU SAY

1. LEGAL NOTICE

064

Ti415 IS THE
SAME ROBE
AS THE
PREMIER OF
ZAMBIA
WEARS

UMW,
Inke• St.d.C.•

T(IAT'S NO REASON
WEAR IT

YOU

WHY NOT F YOU'RE
WEARING TI-1E
SAME UN I FORM
TNE PREMIER OF
CUBA WEARS

1. LEGAL NOTI

The Housing Authority of Murray,
Kentucky, is requesting bids for Fire
and Extended Coverage Insurance to he
effective from March 1, 1982 through
April 30, 1985.
All Bids or Proposals must be submitted on official forms and based upon and
in conformity with required specifications.
Instructons, Specifications, and Pro.
posal forms may be obtained by contacting Ms. Mary G. Warren, Executive Director, Housing authority of
"Murray, 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071_
No inquiry received within five (5)
days of the date fixed for opening of bids
will be given consideration,
Bids will be opened at 2:00 p.m.,
January 12, 1982. At the time fixed for
the opening of bids their contents will be
made public for the information of bidders and others properly interested, or
their representatives, who may be present in person.
The successful bid will be awarded at
a later date subject to approval by The
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

2. NOTICE
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
_
Wedding
Photography
By

Carter
Studio
300 Main

753-8298

Mirrors For Christmas M
Complete Glass Co.
&
has a complete line of
frames and custom cut
mirrors. We do picture
framing & cut glass table
tops. We custom make
gun cabinets show cases
and display cases. Install
auto glass window glass
and plate glaSs. Repair
storm windows storm
doors and patio. door
glass. M & G Glass 816
Coldwater Road. 753-0180
or 753-2798.

14 Kt. Opel Peadonts,
Ressler $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Desmond
Rings...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

Olympic Plus
753-7113

1047

overturn Kentucky's
open records statute.
The judges said the
school board should
"sanitize" irrelevant
material.
They said the state
recognizes the doctrine of
right to privacy, and that
looking into all the personnel files in the current
case infringes on that
right for the persons mentioned in the records.
"Nothing entitles one
governmental agency to

INVITATION FOR
INSURANCE BIDS

GOLD &
SILVER INC.

t%t
•/
k %*/

WHAT
ON
EARTN
DO YOU
1-IAVE
ON?

FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) - The Kentneky
Court of Appeals today
blocked the LexingtonFayette Urban County
Human Rights Commission from examining all
the personnel files of the
Fayette County school
board which the commission sought.
A three-judge panel
made it clear that the
decision, which reversed
a Fayette Circuit Court
ruling, is not meant to

Opening Soon Mother
Goose Night and Day
Care 201 N. 16th 753-0191.
Hours 6:30-5:15 Mon.
Sat., 6:30 p.m.-10:30
p.m. Mon.-Sat. Register
now before the nest is
full!

FOR
SALE
Large variety of
Pottery Makes
Ideal Christmas
Gifts. Call Roger
Hudson.

753-4545.

2. NOTICE
NOTICE '
to the residences
of Hazel and South
641 Water District
Area. The South
641 Water District
Project is almost
completed. If any
property or streets
have not been
satisfactory
restored.Please
notify J. Robert
Taylor, Carmen
Parks or Velma
Miller i mmediately.
Attention MDE and WBE
sub-contractors and suppliers. We are preparing
a bid to be submitted Dec
17, 1981 on Waste Water
System facilities in MurKy. We are
ray,
soliciting sub bids on the
following work: earth
work, fence work,
paving,
landscaping
precast conpiping,
crete, paneling,
resilint
ceramic tile,
painting,
flooring,
plumbing. HVAC and
electrical plans and
specifications may be examined at our office or
several other locations. If
interested in any of this
work please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box 40646
Nashville, Tn. 37204,
Phone 615-255-3161.

Get Reedy For Wm
ilehdey Sousse
Rental Suggestions
- Floor Care Equipment, (Buffers,
Shampooers,
Vacuum Cleaners)

Murray Rental
& Sales
Center
tel I. Ala
7534

demand from another
information which does
not serve a governmental
need," the Court of
Appeals said.
The issue stems ftom a
complaint by Jennifer
Massotti, a security
officer in the Fayette
school system, that her
failure to receive a
promotion showed sex
discrimination.
During the investigation, the human rights
panel decided to review

the personnel files of not
only Ms. Massotti, but
several other security
employees.- It asked for
the information and the
school board refused,
citing right of privacy.
The Fayette court,
while upholding release
of all the files requested,
pointed out that one contained some questionable
information about a
member of one security
employee's family.

1. LEGAL NOTICE
ST A TEMEN TOF
NONDISCRIMINATION
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. has filed
with the Federal Government a Com •
pliance Assurance in which it assures
the Rural Electrification Administration
that it will comply fully with all requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the Rules and Regulations of the Department of Agriculture
issued thereunder,to the end that no person in the United States shall, on the
ground of race, color, or national origin,
be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be otherwise
subjected to discrimination in the conduct of its program and the operation of
its facilities. Under this Assurante, this
organization is committed not to
discriminate against any person on the
ground of race, color or national origin
in its policies and practices relating to
applications for service or any other
policies and practices relating to treatment of beneficiaries and participants
including rates,conditions and extension
of service, use of any of its facilities, attendance at and participation in any
meetings of beneficiaries and participants or the exercise of any rights of
such beneficiaries and participants in
the conduct of the operations of this
organization.
Any person Rho believes himself, or
any specific class of individuals, to be
subjected by this organization to
discrimination prohibited by Title•VI of
the Act and the Rules and Regulations
issued thereunder may, by himself or a
representative,file with the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 20250, or
the Rural Electrification Administration, Washington, D. C. 20250, or this
organization, or all, a written complaint.
Such complaint must be filed not later
than 180 days after the alleged
discrimination, or by such later date to
which the Secretary of Agriculture or
the Rural Electrification Administration
extends the time for filing. Identity of
complaints will be kept confidential except to the extent necessary to carry out
the purposes of the Rules and Regulations.
2. NOTICE

6.HE P WANTED

Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main 7594073.

HELP
WANTED

Bible Call
Children Are Gifts
From The Lord
759-4444; Bible
Story 759-4445.
Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.
Watkins specials black
pepper vanilla menthol
camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.

5, LOST & FOUND
Lost in Almo area child's
pet Collie dog wearing
white flea collar. If seen
call 759-4856.

6. HELP WANTED
Cosmotologist, 3 years experience, professional,
mature, goal oriented,
good personality, solid
background in perm and
color. High income potential. 753-2266.
PAID ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING. Learna skill,
complete your education
with us. 17-30 years old.
Generous pay, travel and
adventure. Phone Mon.Fri. 8 a.m.-2 p.m. toll free
1800-238-5581.

Live -In Motel
Manager, living
quarters, utilities
furnished. Salary
$500 per month plus
100 a month off time
pay. Ideal for mother
with child or retired
non working couple.
Live-in Housekeeper
for 3 children working
father. References required.
One Stop Store and
Grill attendant
manager. Send
Resume to: Job. P.
0. Box 499, Lexington Tn. 38351
or call for an appointment 1-901968-3800.
Apparel Sales. Immediate, permanent job
with morning hours. Must
have apparel sales experience. Apply in per
son: MINNENS Olympic
Plaza 1-5 p.m. daily.
E.O.E

WHAT ARE YOU
SELLING?

o•

qfmo

HMe,.MR.WALKER 9*
I CONCUR,
• WHEN 14:9U
GOVERf•OOR
THIS PAUST
SCARE 'EM, THEY
BE REPORTED, STAY SCAREDHUH-GONE

N0„60
AWAY.. LEAVE
ME ALONE!

*FOR THE
GH057
ut/s

W.10 WALK'.

REGISTERED NURSES
Why apply to Lourdes Hospital? (1) Patient centered Christian philosphy of
nursing care.(2)Extensive orientaion to
assure a smooth transition.(3) Position
available in critical care and general
medical-surgical areas. 3 PM-11 PM,11
PM-7 AM shifts. (4) Opportunity for advancement. (5) Excellent environment
in a modern 323 bed facility. (6) A well
tounded benefit package including Vacation, holidays and sick time. Health insurance and retirement. (7) Several
million dollar expansion programs on the
horizon with creative direction for nugaim
Where do you apply?
Director of Nursing
Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
.Paducah Ky.42001
(502)-444-2125
An Equal Opportunity Employer
.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery et Prescriptions P Gty Limits

NEWTON ANNOUNCES

Early Buyer Specials
Uwe
order your Seles.hisesestion items no*.
1983 coilmes..m1983 Pocket Pioneers, Key Tabs,
Giftwers, Book Meklies.
Fee delivery nest Nev.-Doc. Pey it. leo. 1983. N.
price increase goiwentioed. BOOM Mercheedise.
Cell knees Godes•4311-2S50.

•

4

BEST

COPY

'AGE 11 THE

MURRAY.14.,LEDGER & TIMES,Saturday,Dreamier S. 19111

.4=164

31E Jr X 30X)
,•1111

6

HELP WANTED

19. FARM EQUIPMENT 24. MISCELLANVUS 32. APTS.FOR RENT 34. HOUSES FOR

4UCLEAR POWER
TRAINEES - Rewarling program offers good
ialary,earn 30 days voteion with pay, total
nedical care and $2000
onus upon completion of
raining program. Age 17/4. Some math and
Physics required. Phone
Vion.-Fri. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
toll free 1-800-238-5581.
Medical receptionist 9 a.m.1 p.m. 5 days a week. $3.35
Der hour medical office experience preferred. Action
Personnel 753-6532.
Would like a responsible
lady to babysit in my home
4 days a week. Call 753-5663
after 5 p.m.
1180 Per Week Parr irne
it Home. Webster,
tunerica's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
experience unages,
necessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext. 5112.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person for
short trips surrounding
Murray. Contact
customers. We train.
Write T. G. Dick Pres.
Southwestern Petroleum
Ft. Worth Tx. 76101.

656 International diesel
tractor. 7 ft. diesel plow
10/
1
2 ft. disk with hair 6
bush hog mower 4 row roddery hoe 160 bushel grain
wagon.Call 492-8621.
22. MUSICAL
8 piece drum set $200. Call
753-6265.
Baldwin Funster Organ
double key boards makes
sound of seven different
instruments. Like new.
Call 527-3962.

WANTED
Responsible party te
ep payments on
Ie new piens.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo
Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
753-0113.
Selmer Flute like new
$125.00 753-0964.

Slaos tor sale bundled or
banded. You haul or we
will haul in 100 bundle
lots. Call Shomaker
Lumber Co. McKenzie
In. 901-352-5777, 7 to 5
after 5 901-352-3632 also
Sawdust.

Very nice carpeted
bedroom dupleX on
private country road.
Washer-dryer hookup
Wood for sale $25.00 • water furnished $170.00
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489 deposit required. Ca117538848 before 8 p:m.
223)..
small iuper market in ex-, Furnished apartmeeib efficellent condition ciency 1 or 2 bedroom. Zim
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502- merman Apts. S. 16th 753
247-1461 or 247-5961 after 6609.
7:30p.m.
We manage properte for
Kenwood K RC 511 casette others. Have 2 garage
receiver, Kenwood KGC apartments also 2 fur737 grafic equalizer, Amp nished mobile homes. Coleman Real Estate 753car stereo. Call 492-8659.
9898.
Firewood for sale, $20
Duplex 2 bedroom near
rick delivered. Call 437university. Quiet setting.
4731.
$210.00 monthly. Call 753Custom made rifle case, 8096.
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 7599633
26 TV RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" Color, 19" B/W

Couple needed to take
EXTERMINATING'
care of elderly man in his -23.
4
753-7575
home. 7531634.
"-./ 0•
Costomologist 3 years ex27 MOBILE
perience professional
HOMES
SALES
mature goal oriented
Viceroy 12x50 1970 model 2
good personality solid
air conditioners $5000. Call
background in perm and
437-46,
11.
color. High income potential. 753-2266.
Concorde house
Nice
1974
_
trailer 14x65 underpinnSITUATION WANTED
ing, central heat and
refrigerator and
air,
Plum 753.314
stove available. Call 247Riders to Mayfield, mid146.
nights to 8 a.m. shift. Call
759-4011 after 6 p.m.
24. MISCELLANEOUS Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in Puryear.
Will babysit in my home. 1 year old traditional
sofa 2 bedroom completely
Experienced baby sitter. $275.00
entertainment furnished. Sale price
Call Lynn Grove 435-4553. center $150.00.
Call 759- $7 000.00
rent $200.00
1831 after 5 p.m.
monthly plus deposit. 901Would like to keep books
247-5357.
for small business in my
Panasonic AM -FM 3 bedroom trailer $125.00
home. Experienced. Call
cassette stereo with per month, on Hwy. 299
435-4238 after 5 p.m.
record player and between Stella
and
Panasonic thruster Kirksey. Call 435-4193 or
General Maintenance speakers $195.00.
753-5970 489-2539.
work. Carpentry plumb- after
3:00.
ing electrical general
2 bedroom trailer near
cleaning. 25 years exUsed automobile parts for Murray no pets. nice.
cterience. 753-7852
1967 Chevrolet Impala. 489-2611.
Truck driver seeking part 436-5844.
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
or full time work. Local or
central air
long distance. Have 2 Polyester Snow tires 78 bedroom
unreferences and excellent x 15 good tread mounted and heat Igas)
driving record no ac- on GM wheels $30.00 1 furnished. 753-3142
cidents. D. 0. T. and I. C. Polyester glass belted daytime after 5 p.m. 753C. certified 6 10 or 18 Snow tire good tread 70 x 8854.
wheeler. Flat bed van or 15 studded $10.00 2-wheel 1975 14x40 mobile home
reefer. 20 years ex- trailer. Wood bed on auto all electric , 3 bedrooms
perience. Call 759-4471 axle $50.00. Call 753-7548.
central heat and air exafter 4 p.m.
cellent condition. Located
Will do babysitting in my Channel Master Stereo in Fox Meadows Tr. Pk.
home. 753-9417.
with 8-track tape player 753-6815 after 4 p.m.
and recorder AM-FM 10x55 2 bedroom trailer
14 WANT TO BUf
radio and turntable stand east of Almo. Call 753White-faced hereford included. Oak twin bed 3320.
calves, weaned. Can with mattress and box
either be red or black. springs. 2 NFL Design
28 MOBILE
twin bedspreads and matCall 753-8539.
HOME RENTALS
ching drapes. 435-4238
WANTED
after 5:00 p.m.
7 2 bedroom trailers for
Baby Shoes to be bronzed.
rent fully furnished
Call 1-443-5926 from 8 a.m. Ben Franklin wood stove $140.00.
Call 753-1879 after
to 10 p.m. We pick up your like new $85.00. 437 4462 5:00.
shoes and give you a days 437-4850 nights.
receipt.
2 bedroom trailer for rent
Rent a fluffy furry Santa in
country $150.00 12x45.
Suit
from
the
Kappa
Want to buy used wood
759-4592.
Department
and
surprise
burning stove. Call 474someone this Christmas.
2266.
3 bedroom trailer for rent
Call 753-8233.
in town $165.00 759-4592.
Set of nice clean full size Firewood seasoned
oak
mattress and box springs. and hickory
will cut to Trailer on 121 South $83.50
Call 435-4238 after 5 p.m.
order. Bulk rates month $50.00 deposit.
available. Call 753-7300 or Ca11753 7975.
HOME FURNISHINGS
753-7585.
Near Murray 2 bedroom
Ethen Allen bedroom fur- SEASONED FIREWOOD completely furnished with
niture Georgian Court Mixed hardwoods 18" - regular house furniture
solid cherry 11 drawer 24" available. $27.50 a washer t.v. and other extripple dresser with 2 rick delivered. Call John tras. No pets. 759-1305.
matching mirrors. Also Boyer at 753-8536.
2-2 bedroom trailes 1 mile
solid cherry pier chest
out of city limits on 121
both in excellent condisouth. Call 753-6649 or 753Firewood
tion. Will take best offer.
Order now and burr 3115.
527-3962.
seasoned wood this winter
1976 14x60 2 bedroom
Black naughyde sectional 436-2758.
mobile home and lot
sofa with corner table. Excellent condition $75.00. Fork lifts new and used underpinned central air
complete line of lifts for back porch with awning
Call 753-6926.
every purpose. Datsun 10x10 storage building.
Brown velvet recliner, ex- and others. If you need a
Phone 759-1956 after 3:00.
cellent shape $95.00. 753- lift give us a call 502-2479829.
4069.
2 bedroom, $60 Brandi's
Tr. Pk. 753-8411.

CLAYTONS

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

L'ir‘istAS.40446
.r
1/

AUTO.SOUND SYSTEMS
AUTO REVERSE FM/AM CASSETTE
• 6 station preset pushbutton tuning
• 10 watts/channel into 4 ohms from 40 to 20KHz
@ 1.0% T.H.D.
• Precision auto reverse tape transport
• Dolby N.R. system and tape E.O. switch
• Separate bass, treble and loudness controls
• Preamp RCA pin jack outputs
• Output cable for remote power antenna
Dimensions:
/
4" H x 6" D
7" W x 13
(180 x 44 x 150 mm.)
Weight: 4 lbs.(1.8 kg.)

Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct. No calls
please.
BUSINESS RENTALS

1360 sq. ft. building
formerly occuppied by
Dishes N Things in Dixieland Shopping Center on
Chestnut. Days call 7537972 nights call 753 3018.
32. APTS. FOR RENT

XS-66

.11.G

x9'3-WAY SPEAKER

Sony, The Car Stereo You Can Be Proud Of:
"Oh Yes,I hove a Sony" ohly at the,

World of Sound
Layaway Now For Christmas
Where Quality Counts

ILABLE

222 So. 12t1,St.

2 or 3becfroom fur nbished
apartment on Olive St. No
pets lease and deposit.
Call 753-1/Wafter I p.m

One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campus. No pets. Water
furnished. $140 per
month. Available Dec. 30.
Call 753-1203.
Upstairs 2 bearoom
apartment near
downtown. Water and
heat furnished. Call in
afternoon 7514645
Nice 1 bedroom furnished
apartment near university and shopping tenter
Reasonably priced 753
3949

43. REAL ESTATE

RENT

Enjoy beautiful
Christmas. Pine Bluff
Shores. Completely fur
nished $200.00 month
$100.00 deposit. 759 1074
753- 2649.
1 bedroom brick in the
country $725.00 per month
436 2166.
Nice,3 bedroom house for
rent close to university
$275.00 per month plus
deposit. Call 753 9565 after
4:30p.m.

PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot. 150 x 106. This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and fenced
backyard. Ideal investment property convenient
to stores, could be zoned
commercial Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES 753 7724.

2 bedroom all electric
home in Murray $150
month, $100 deposit 753
9829.

Rent with option to buy
new 3 bedroom log home
2, miles west of Murray
No singles, no pet,
references required, first
and last months rent Call
753 6774 between 9 5 and
Nice large si.ngle 753-6855 after 6:00.
carpeted
bedroom,
$125.00 month Wanted - older or
floors.
rent. Deposit required,
graduate female student
no pets allowed. Located to share house, very
at 1602 Dodson St. Call reasonable expenses. Call
753-6564 to see.
759 4011 after 6 ji.m

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartmen'
$175.00 per month. Cali
Spann Realty Associate,
753-7724
1 bedroom furnished
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2
blocks from hospital. No
pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 R.m.

3 bedroom house in Almo
Heights $275.00 month.
Phone 753-8411.
3 or 4 bedroom house 2
bath prefer family $300.00
a month. 759-4682 after 3
P.m.
MMIN

37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

Take This .
Home-Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decors
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.

HALFWAY TO

HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment.
Row cropping,
253-8730 before 5 p.m.
livestock or a com753-6965 after 5 o m
bination of both Two bedroom apart menf 2 large sows 753-5831
tobacco barn,
for rent, range,. uver7/.
milkhouse, farrefrigerator, dishwasher, 38. PETS SUPPLIES
rowing house, year
disposal, washer and
round spring-fed
dryer hookup, air, carpet. Labrador Retreiver pup
No pets. One year lease pies AKC champion sired.
creek runs through
Kennels
753
Pargdise
and $225 deposit required.
the property into a
$225 per month. Phone 4106.
30-acre water shed
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Dachshund puppies for
lake. Oh yes,
Equal Housing 1 and 2 sale, 7 weeks old„tkolik.;...
there is a
bedroom apartment. Call papers. 474 2325.
four bedroom
Murray Manor 753-8668. .
brick home
Dachshund out of
2 bedroom unfurnished registered breed. 901 247
pampered by its
5580
duplex with stove
owners. What
refrigerator
'MCC German Shepard pup
more could you
dishwasher and disposal. pies 28 champions 5 genera
ask? How about
Extra nice in Westwood tions. Also guard dogs
Subd. Heat pump with low Registered American
financing you say?
utilities $250.00 month 753- Eskimo Spitz puppies. 502
We have that also
3742 before 4:00 p.m. or 554-2153.
on this 293 acre
305-792-5565 after 4p.m.
Six month old Black
country estate.
Efficiency one or two Great Dan-e, full
Dial 753-1492 for
bedroom Zimmerman pedigree, cropped ears,
your personal
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
fully obedience trained.
brochure on this
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753
Furnished I bedrbom 6527.
estate. After hours
apartment near
dial 436-2166.
Christmas
Gift
Perfect
3
downtown Murray. Call
white puppies mother
753-4109 or 436-2844.
registered Pomarian
2 bedroom gas heat father registered
;
washer-dryer hookup American Eskimo $45.00
1_J..
Will hold until Christmas
carpeted. Call 362-8063.
489 2412.
LORETTA 1085, RIALTORS(R)
All electric efficiency
1200 Sy,amore
apartment $120.00 month 12 week .old AKC
Murray Kentuck y 42071
$120.00 deposit. 753-9829.
Labrador Retrievers only
15021753 1192
3 left. Will hold until
Nice furnished small Christmas. Call 753'4498.
apartment inquire 100 S. Registered Dalmation
13th St.
puppies 8 weeks ,old
Deposit will hold for
1 bedroom furnished Christmas. Phone nights
apartment air condition. and weekends 527-8244.
:4LiattED
Call 7533139. Located on
AKC Labrador Retreiver
1 2 1 north next
753-1222
12 weeks old only 3 left
fairgrounds.
Will hold till Christmas
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 753 8918
Boys. Large private room
with kitchen facilities I 2
block from Campus. Call
753-1342.
Rooms for rent 1 block
from university 753 1812,
753-6933.
HOUSES FOR RENT
House for rent older couple only no pets deposit
required. Call 753-2987.
2 bedroom refrigerator'
stove dishwasher furnished. 121 South New Concord area. Phone 436 5606
after 12:00 noon,.
3 bedroom house on 2 lots
recently painted inside
and out. Peaceful surrounding less than 1 mile
from Ky. Lake near
Aurora. Ready for occupancy Dec. 5 $225.00
plus deposit. Call 442-3877.
2 bedroom brick shady
lot
garden spot,
in
country. Married couples
only
references and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
p.m.
Immediately available
1'.-'? story
redecorated,
house 94 East. Large kitchen cook stove, builtutility
in cabinets
room. bath. $150.00 mar
ried couple
references no pets 753
7551.
Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
dryer
washer,
refrigerator, air condi
tioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit 192 8594 after 6
p.m. .
TWO bellf WHO conaye,Iry
ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road, $125.00 a
month plus utilities'
Deposit required. 502 436,
;53.53.

3 or 4 bedroom house 1663
College Farm Rd 497
8225

6 year old 15 hand Ap
paloosa Gelding goes well
under English and
Western tack. $700.00.
Call Denise at 767 6556.

41 PUBLIC SALE
Inside moving sale 1628
Miller 9 4 Sat 10 4 Sun
43 REAL ESTATE

Purdom IL Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Soothside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

,?: • ,
:lima
1:3 753-1222

PRICE JUST
REDUCED
On this attractively remodeled 3
bedroom home.
Central gas furnace very economical utilities,
good location on
quiet street. Now
offered at only
$28,500. Home is
vacant and ready
for immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

42 ACRES
Near -- Kentucky
Lake in the
Ledbetter Church
community is this
choice parcel of
wooded acreage.
Owner financing
available - very attractive terms. Offered at $27,500.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for directions and
all other details.
ATTENTION
VETERANS •
Just listed this 3
bedroom home
located 3/
1
2 miles
northwest of Murray on the Penny
Road. Assume this
101
/
2 percent VA
loan with very low
down payment and
monthly payments
including taxes
and insurance are
approximately
$275 per month. Offered at only
$29,009 through
Kopperud Realty,
phone 753-1222
4,a

LARGE
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like
new condition.
Central heat and
air, loading dock,
front display showroom area,
offices, and large
warehouse area.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for all details.

49

43. REAL ESTAT

USED CARS

Si.BOATS & MOTORS

Studebaker best offer
$2100.00 down Take over
reasonable payments and 753 6/65
this 1 bay shop with 2'
bedroom apatments wit, 1979 Buick Regal V 6
be yours. Let that shop 'None 42000 miles good ges
you've always wanted be mileage Sa030 Call 2822514
yours Call Spann Realty .
1973 ZufTiss Oldsmobile
Assoc. 753 7724
Supreme 2 door 53000
miles $139000 After 4.30
753 7174

Strout
Realty

1978 Camero white black
interior V 8 automatic air
rally wheels radial tires
spoiler 14200 00 753 140

Office Coast to Coon
Dryers Ms Ivervirbiono
Isloble Service Sake 1/09
1912 CefiereNr Rood
Ileetocia 42871
(S12)7534116
&Aviles
JIM L.10111011
linker
Useasod & Ossied

44

1911 Datsun 5 speed over
drive AM FM cassette air
$4800.00 Call between 8 4
762 141 after 7 p m 759
9819
1971 Dodge Coronet 318 V
8 automatic,
power
steering
power
brakes
air
heater
AM radio good tires
good motor and transmis
sion runs good $450.00
901 642 7877

LOTS FOR SALE

3 acres wooded property.
Kirby Jennings Trail
area, close to lake. Ask
ing $2750. 753 6054.

1974 Fiat 121 2 door sta
tion wagon. 4 cylinder.
4 speed front wheel
drive
luggage rack
heater
AM FM radio
good tires
new paint
iOb. Green matalic. light
tan interior. Good motor
and transmission. Ex
cellent condition Cheap.
$1500.00 901 642 7677

Approximately 44 acres
on corner of Penny Rd
and Spring Creek church
road. Call 489 2425

14 ft Alumacraft with good
Ironer equipped with spare
tire and bearing buddies
Winter price 1-495 00 Mur
ray Bait Co 753 5693
1ERV ICES OF FERED
Guttering by Sears Sears
continuous gutters install
ed per your specifica
tions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimatt s
call 753 2310
Per your TiMai hauTtng and
lime spreading white rock
1sz
53sand
seehau‘ing
us ocoal
call
Roger
Hudson located 10 miles
east on Hwy 94
All youiplumbing and air
conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753 2211
15761. es--si0nal
paperhanging, painting.,
farm buildings, top, sides'
Commercial or
residential Call Tremon
Farris 759 1907

-Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning Vacuum clean
ed from your driveway
Secluded 5'acre farm with
Industrial, residential,
brick home and • large
or commercial, 24 hour
barn. $25 000.00. Call 5 9 Investment 1952 MG Rep service
Call 753 5933
tica mint condition Ex
p.m. 759 164.4.
ecutive model $9500 00 Automobile mechanic
Approximately 45 acres _527 9637 after 5.00
Will do work on automatic
with barn and grain bin
and all gasoline engined
north of airport on Penny 1976 Mazda R X I ex
cellent condition AM FM trucks. All work done
Road. 489-2425.
guaranteed Call 437 4546
stereo air Call 759 9613

45 FARMS FOR SALE

46 HOMES FOR SALE

1976 Cadillac Seville
silver on silver 42000
miles loaded. Call 7537441 or 753 8218

Assumable and at
fordable.
Like new 2
bedroom with great
room, lots of cabinets in
the kitchen, garage, heat
pump, fenced in yard
Call owner at 753 8469 or
Shroat-Waldrop Realty
759 1707.

For
Sale

House for sale in Canter
bury 753 0738
House for sale by owner
Lynn Grove Browns
Grove Hwy. Newly
decorated inside and out.
New wiring, plumbing
and floor covering 753
0670.
New]bedroom, 2 bath,
-built in appliances. Must
sell. $30, 000. Call 489
2670.
By owner 3 bedroom 1,.?
full basement.
story
Walnut kitchen cabinets
(built ins)
fireplace
electric heat Low utility
near
bills, deep lot
hospital. 12 percent finan
cing available with
$10 000 down payment
Price $42 700. Phone 753
4110 after 5 p.m.
'Home for, sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 551-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 554.
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
_
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas
heat with full basement.
Assumable loan Call
Purdom & Thurman
Realty 753 4456.

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum trim
for brick houses Jack
Glover 753 1873 .
-•--- AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcatim,
music centers. i"
Reasonable 436 2566

12111$31111.11

4

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,308.
Call 7534821 after 5
pit
1979 Dodge Magnum X E
36, 000 miles, AM FM
steering
air,
cruise,
and brakes Extra sharp
Phone 753 1419 or see at
919N 18th.
1972 MG red with black in
tenor, perfect condition
753 0708 767 4767
1977 white Grand Prix with
red top low mileage ex
cellent condition loaded
$3250 Call 1362682 after 5
p.m
1977 Oldsmobile
52500 00753 9400

MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinn
mg, roof's sealed patio
awnings, and house type
roofs for mobile homes
753 1873 Jack Glover
GENERAL HOMEREPAIR 15 years ex
Carpentry
perience
plumbinq
cncrete
roofing
sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL E reit
estimates Days 474
2359 nights 474 2276

Don't put off getting your
favorite sofa or chair
reupholstered becau* dt
the long watt for itS
return We offer one week
service Also
take ad vantage of our year end
special Say you saw this
ad and save $5000 on any
sofa and chair combina
ton Bill's Upholstery 104
S 13th
APPLIANCE SERVICE
KENMORE.
WHIRLPOOL
WESTINGHOUSE
20
years experience. Bob
by Hopper, Bob's Ap
pliance Service 201 S 5th
St 753 48/2 or 753 8886

4 door

K & K Stump Removal
Do you need slump',
removed from yoor yard
of
1980 Model AMC or _land leared
stumps' We .( an removi
Concorde 4 door
; stumps up to 24" below
sedan, one owner,
the ground, leaving only
Sawdust and 'chips Can
low mileage, like
3 bedroom brick house
for free estimate, Bob
new.
carpet throughout,
2
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
bath, large living room
Purdom
kmp,Jr 435 4319
and den, 2 car garage
- -Oldsmobile
with large storage room.
Need work on your trees?
Call 489 2145 or 753 8394.
Pontiac
Topping, pruning, shop
ing, complete removal
Cadillac
1, 2 story 2 acres Ashley and more Call BOVER'S
1406W. Main Street
wood heater
sell
TREE SERVICE,for pro
lease or rent. You must
753-531 5
fissional tree care 753
see this one Coleman
8536.
Real Estate 753 9898_
1963 Ford Fairlane 71
3 bedroom brick house miles per gallon good con Will sharpen hand saws,
carpet throughout 2 bath dition 437 4945
chain saws and skill saws
large living room and den 2
Calf 753 4656
car garage with large 1979 Volkswagen Rabbit 4
storage room. Call 489 2145 door, custom, air, AM
paneling
or 753 2493.
FM stereo, excellent con Carpenter
etc 30 years experience
dition 753 5519
436 2253
47 MOTORCYCLES
SOUSED TRUCKS
1980 110 ATC Honda 3
wheeler mint condition Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
ROOFING
$650 2 wheel motorcycle or Trucks available Many
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
utility trailer $150 Call 753
sell for under $70000 Call
References. All wori
9507 after 6 p.m
312 742 1143 Ext 1641 for
quorant•ed
Free
information
on
how to
1980 Harley Davidson
Estimates. Coil 759super glide Must sell. purchase
1859 or 753-6581.
Call 753 2896
1969 Ford pickup 360
engine, 60.000 actual
,
Honda 1980 750 Custom,
les, topper
753 7228 Fence sales at Sears now
windshield engine guards
Call Sears 753 7310 for
,
ter 5p m
a-diustable back rest like
-free estimate for your
new condition $2085 00
$O GMC Van conversion. needs
1978 Honda Hawk 400 like Fully customized with
new $995 00 206 Willow refrigerator, sink, stereo, Roofing Hot Tar and
Dr Mayfield Ky 247 7541 couch (converts into Gravel Roofs Ask about
Bob Watts
bed), rally wheels
5 year guarantee Roofs
coated cold or hot ap
custom paint and cap
Custom made leathd tains chair. 13,000
piications shingle roofs
miles
lockets, trousers, hats
refiioved and replaced
Reply to 753-S014.
Minor shoe repair Mur
Complete roof and deck
ray Leather Shop, Dix
1979 4 wheel drive Chevy ing removed and replac
ieiand Center 759 9633
Blazer /53 4487
Roll roofing
ed
fiberglass shingles in
49. USED CARS
stalled on. straight 4x12
51 CAMPERS
1974 Ford Torino 302 V 8 1977 Midas Motor Home roof $33 50 Labor and
All work
material
automatic power steering 30 ft
12000 miles
brakes air new tires 4 door generator 2 roof air guaranteed the profes
Co
good condition 753 9181 753 microwave $16000 or best sronals Yates Roofing
642 0158 call collect
8124.
offer 474 8038

•

01.

Does your lama?, need
economtcol housing' WtMen
wollunp &stance of school?
With two bedrooms and fwd
baths' low momfenance
and excellent quality' At
price of less than 116,0002
Then roll 153-1492 now,
after hours Z53-0187

CPniulf
EM(TTA

MK IIEITRS®
42071

120.- "

1978 128 Camero black with
()old pin slripes air condi
toned console 'automatic
tilt wheel power door locks
brand new tires 1700.00
stereo system. Cal)
' anytime Mon Fri 467 1711.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
,
SHOP
27'S L. P; Mir H.(Across MCeeemody Lister)

1972 Chevy Impala 1650 00
Call 753 7261

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Nair Cuts $1.00

LTD II 4 door snarl/ one
owner Call 491-1121

Open Bawl

1977 Toyota Celica 4 speed
like new 45000 miles Call
753 8796

Moe,, Tees., Them, Fri., Sot.
8-12 - 753-3(35
1

1
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OBITUARIES

WKMS Looks Inside Prison

I

Kelly Rites
Kirkland
Rites Sunday Conducted
Services for Fred
Kirkland, 71, Rt. 1, Murray, will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with John
Hoover officiating.
Pallbearers will be
James Gamble, Jimmy
McClure, Tommy
Ringstaff, Michael Cole,
Greg Bazzell, Jeff Casey,
Freddie Kirkland and
Nicky Kirkland, all
grandsons and
grandsons-in-law.
Burial will follow in the
Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
Saturday.
Kirkland died Thursday.

Armstrong
Dies Friday

Services for James
Hugh (Pee Willie) Kelly
were conducted Friday at
3 p.m. in the chapel of
Barnett-Strother Funeral
Home, Madisonville.
Burial was in Forest
Lawn Memorial Park.
Kelly, 72, died Wednesday at 1:05 p.m. at
Deaconess Hospital,
Evansville, Ind. He had
retired as a coal miner
with Colonial Mines. Born
Sept. 25, 1909, in Hampton, Ark., he was the son
of the late John Edward
Kelly and Maude Rowen
Kelly Hampton.
Surviyors include his
widow, Emily Turner
Kelly; a daughter, Mrs.
Raymond (Jeanette)
Merrill, Evansville, Ind.;
a son, Don Kelly, Murray; a brother, C. A. Kelly, Madisonville; seven
grandchildren; twogreat-grandchildren.

Lillie McDaniel Armstrong, 79, died Friday
morning at her home,805
North 18th Street.
She was a member of
Union Grove Church of
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
Christ. Her husband,
—
The state Department
Tilman Armstrong, died
of
Transportation will
15,1978.
July
hold
a public hearing
Survivors include a
Thursday
at the Paducah
Barney
daughter, Mrs.
(Belva) Helm, Troy, City Hall on the Smith
Mich.; 'a son, Thomas Mansion Welcome Center
Richard Armstrong and project.
The abandoned manhis wife, Martha Lane,
Rt. 1, Murray; five sion located near the
grandchildren; two- Lone Oak Road, U.S. 45
and the 1-24 interchange,
great-grandchildren.
Max Churchill Funeral was selected last May as
Home is in charge of ar- the site for a welcome
center. •
rangements.
The hearing will give
local residents an opportunity to give their
opinion on the proposed
Fannie Peal, 87, Rt. 1, renovation of the manKirksey, died at 5:10 p.m. sion as a tourist
Friday in the Murray- information center.
Calloway County
The Department of
Hospital.
Transportation purOne son, James Ed- chased the mansion and
ward Grace, Rt. 1, 10 acres from the
Kirksey,survives.
Paducah Community ColFuneral arrangements lege last month for
are incomplete at the $175,000. The project is
Blalock -Coleman expected to cost a total of
Funeral Home.
about $1.3 million.

Hearing
Scheduled

Peal Dies
Friday

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

INMATE INTERVIEWED — John Gosnell, left, an inmate at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary at Eddyville, is interviewed by Mark Reinhardt, host of the
WK.MS-FM,91.3,"Speak Easy" series. Goemell talks about drug abuse in interviews to be broadcast at 5:30 p.m.Dec.16 and 17.

The WKAS-FM daily
series, "Speak Easy,"
from Murray State
University will take
listeners inside the Kentucky State Penitentiary
at Eddyville at 5:30 p.m.
Dec. 16 and 17.
An extensive interview
recorded with inmate
John Gosnell, convicted
on charges of writing illegal drug prescriptions,
will be broadcast both
evenings. Then on Friday, Dec. 18, "Speak
Easy" will offer listeners
an "open line" to react to
issues raised in the programs.
-Speak Easy" host
Mark Reinhardt and
WKMS-FM, 91.3, production coordinator Jane
Krabill were granted en-

trance to the prison to
talk with Gosnell, a resident of Baltimore,Md.
In the first interview,
Gosnell explains that he
was addicted and "went
to incredible lengths to
obtain drugs."
Gosnell also discusses
"scrip busting," a term
for writing a false
prescription and having it
filled by a pharmacist.
Gosnell says the illegal
activity is more common
than the public realizes.
The liunate claims laws
need to be tightened so
that drugs won't be so
easily available.
In the second interview, Gosnell talks about
his addiction to the drug
"percodan." He maintains his addiction grew

out of receiving the drug
for pain while recovering
from stomach surgery.
According ta
Reinhardt, Gosnell
agreed to talk "so freely
about his drug addictioa
in order to help others. If
one person is helped by
his discussion of the problem, then Gosnell
believes the interview
will be a success," he
said.
Reinhardt added that
permission to enter the
prison carrying "loads of
recording equipment"
had to be arranged
several weeks in advance. He thanked
warden Al Parke for
cooperating in making
the program possible.
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Several years ago I began taking Dyazide for high blood
pressure. For a long time
was not too diligent about
taking the daily capsule and
would occasionally miss a
day or two.
Recently I decided to be
more diligent and faithfully
took my daily dose. Since
that time I have experienced
two fainting spells which
have lasted only a couple of
minutes but have me
concerned.
I read somewhere that one
of the side effects of Dyazide
can be fainting spells. If that
is the case, is there other
medication that could be
substituted?
I'm 63 years old and also
take Tolectin for arthritis.
DEAR READER — You
should check in with your
doctor. You may be right
that your fainting episodes
are caused by your medicine. We see this more often
today because of the many
people getting medicines to
control blood pressure and
the number of people taking
tranquilizers and other
medicines. Still, fainting can
be from other medical causes such as from abnormal
beating of the heart.
Most faints occur because
there is not enough blood
pumped to the brain. That
usually happens when a person is standing up. Too much
blood pools in the legs and
there is not enough left to
pump uphill to the brain.
Dyazide and other diuretics
cause the kidneys to flush
out water.
When that happens there

Announces The Association Of

Dr. Wm. Brent Wortham

additional vitamins. But if
she is getting only a marginal amount of vitamins she
may develop deficiencies.
This is particularly true of
vitamin B-6 and possibly folic add. Thiamin, riboflavin
and B-12 Have also been
reported as decreased in
women taking the pill. But
vitamin A is increased,
The, various mechanisms enough to prompt some to
involved in fainting and suggest decreasing the daily
what to do about the prob- intake.
lem is discussed in detail in
The Health Letter number 9- (NEWSPAPE(ENTERPRISE ASSN.)
2, Fainting: Loss of Consciousness or Syncope, which
I am sending you. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
If you are having this
effect from Dyazide, your
doctor may want to
decrease the frequency or
amount you are taking.
DEAR DR. LAMB — A
friend of mine told me that
women using the pill need
extra vitamins. My doctor
never mentioned this but
actually told me that I
wouldn't have to take iron
supplements like women
who are Kt on the pill do.
Should I be taking iron? Do I
need extra vitamins? I have
always eaten a very good
balanced diet that includes a
variety of foods from all
four food groups.
DEAR READER — Your
friend is right in many
instances.
It appears that if a woman
is eating a good well-balanced diet, as you- say you
are, she may not need any
is a decrease in the volume
of blood in your circulation.
There is also a loss of water
from the body tissues in the
legs. As a result when you
stand up the veins in your
legs dilate more than usual,
increasing blood pooling,
and there is less blood to
pool. The end result is fainting.
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What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) /11/14C.
stars say, read the forecast Your thinking about financial matters is especially
given for your birth Sign.
acute now. You'll find ways to
improve income. Be alert for
job opportunities. 4t4
(Mar.
4R11421 to Apr. 19) irAlt)SAGITTARIUS
Contact publishers and (Nov. toDec.21)
others who can commercialize Leisure-time activities are
your creative work. Travel pleasantly highlighted. You'll
and distant affairs are find mental rapport with a "Gal
Dixieland Center
favorably emphasized.
romantic companion. Good INIAPPINS
TAURUS
news comes from a child.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i•
(Apr. 20to May 20)
CAPRICORN
•
•
You'll profit from behind- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
•
•
the-scenes activity now. Utilize time by yourself to •
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
•
Research and careful study catch up on correspondence
•
•
bring clear perception. Keep and mental.work. You'll gain
financial moves confidential. valuable insight into current
domestic matters.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
=
You'll reach a
rfect (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
beneficial,
.
Friends
give
you
understanding with a mate or
•11
representing
close ally. Serial life looks pro- support. Be sure to accept in- •
•
rinsing, too. your thinking is vitations now and to speak up •
American
and
International
Traveltime
at club meetings. 'Travel is •
right on the mark.
•
favored.
•
CANCER
•
PISCES
(June 21 to July 72)
rowe•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
Schedule business appoint- (Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
ments now. Put new career Job-hunters get valuable
ideas into motion. You may leads. Check- the newaPaPers
receive a new assignment or for career or financial opportunity. It's a good time to buy
be asked to sign contracts.
or sell.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY work
(July 23 to Aug.22)
well with groups. Both artistic
You'll enjoy cultural pur- and practical, you're often
UL
iiSTED
5 EH W44444 T
suits now. Hobbies also will be found in businesses allied to
a source of pleasure. Heart-to- the arts. you have a good
heart talks with children bear sense of responsibility and
fruit.
would make an excellent
Our Reversible fans work year-round to save you
ant& teacher. If you'll enlarge your
VIRGO
money. Using only 90 walts, they naturally cool you in
r -al. outlook to include the pro( Aug. 23to Sept.22) "
the summer and during the cold winter months, move
that valuable hot air from the ceiling down to the floor
Family talks lead to major blems that affect mankind at
decisions. You may receive large, you can make a
Elegant Styling
• Variable Speed
financial assistance from a valuable contribution towards
Warm Weather
Cold Weather
parent or friend. Home life is world betterment. You're an
artist at heart, and will have
accented.
LIBRA
re-/ success in literature, acting,
music and painting. You work
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Expect some stimulating best with encouragement
conversation now, especially from others. Birthdate of:
Upward Flow
•
with close ties. You'll find Dave Brubeck,jazz musician;
Recycles Trapped HeAl
Downward Flno
short drives and local visits Ira Gershwin, lyricist; and
For Cooling
Joyce Kilmer,poet.
most rewarding.
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Dr. Woodfin Hutson

Concerned
about fainting
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Cut Utility Bills

Steele Allbritten is having a
Tappan Microwave Cooking
School This Coming
Thursday & Friday
Watch Tuesday's Paper
For Details & Specials

Storting
As Low As

$9995

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.

Power Streak "Blem"

$ 600

A-78-13
4-Ply Polyester
Whitewall
Plus F.E.T.
No Trade •
Needed

•
.
•
.
•
SAVE
Power Steak
"Mena"

Power Steak
"Blem"

$32"
E 78444 MY
Polyester whitewall

NoPiusT ra F.E.Tde Needed

$3800

$4000

H 78-154 Ply
Polyester whitewall
Plus F.E.T.
No Trode Heeded

L-78 154 Ply
olyester whitewall
Phis F.E.T.
No Trod* Needed

Confidence Starts Here
Prolong Tire Life, Boost MPG

Front-End Alignment
'Inspect all four tires 'Cor-

rect air pressure *Set front
wheel camber, caster, and
toe to proper alignment
*Inspect suspension and
steering systems 'U.S. ears
and imports with adjustable suspensions. Includes front-wheel drive.
Chevettes, trucks, and cars
requiring MacPherson Strut

550

Liebe, Oil Change 8 Filter

-1•%

s_1-4

‘s• •

Includes chassis lobe,
WV to bre quarts mato.
Wend motor oil, oil IOW
end era ISPOINT roatn
tenons'°beck

$ 1 0Reg.$14
• Transmission
fluid
•Power steering
fluid
• Brake fluid
• Battery water

tevoi

• Battery cables
• Air filter
• Belts and hoses
• Differential level
• Tire pressure and

condition

AVII 25%

correction extrO

m.."72Th "Home of No Hassle Service"753-0595
An Independent
Goodyear Dealer

Rudolphs Goodyear

306 E. Main 753-3361
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